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4 WEEKLY KENTUCKY NEW ERA.
$1.00 A YEAR.
Bi-Chloride of Gold treat- t'
ment.
Guaranteed Cure for the Ter-
rible Morphine Disease,
The Halley treatment is touloubte
idly the most perfect and pleeesei
cure for the.Morphiue Diastase. :delay
prominent ladies reed geutlecuen have
been cured here, aed are now frees
from the thraldom of the deadly
drug.
A cure is interanteed in every eerie,
and mouey wiii be reluutied in ease
of failure
The remedy l• safe, sure, pleasant
and quickly effeeted.
DRUNKENNESS IS A DIeltASE
fatty ainintieh to be (trestles' aa eel)
eumptiots, or env ehreesie or hered
Itary eortieet. It i• often a disease
begott* n of het" t.
WHY HlialTATS To BE atteaaisoe?
The eest auel meet permit's-tit nieu
lu the entinty hive been cured ot the
liqoar habit, aed are proud of the
faet. Co free one's felt of evil
habit is contrapretable. Remember,
THE HAOEY INSTITUTE guaranfese• a
Ours, titmice* nothing in case of fail-
ure,
WILL HIVE $100 eaoLD
To any oue who at the end ef three
eseek• t eatment, eie directed hv the
phyricsians, °en retsiu a drink of
on the stomach.
This appetite is abeolutely destroy-
ed for liquor, anti will !sever return
CHUM re-cultivated by the petent.
Correepoudence confidential and
solicited.
HAGEY INATITUTE
Of Bewlieg Green, Ky
C. T. GRINSTEAD, D ,
Privaieran in Charge.
J. Y. GARIN ITT gee' sr
LIOPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY, FRIDAY. OCTOBER_ 27, 1893.
What is
L
alkoelreaebee..‹No. ONO:boo
Comtorto is Dr. Satr.nel Pitcher's prescription for Infanta
and Children. It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor
other Narcotic substance. It is a harmless substitute
for Paregoric, Drops, Soothing S3 rups, and Castor Oil.
It is Plea.mant. Its guarantee 14 thirty years' tote by
Millions of Mothers. Castoria destroys Worms and allays
feverishness. Castoria prevents vomiting Sour Curd,
cures Diarrhoea and Wind Colic. Caatorla relieves
teething troubles, cures e0iiiitlikItIOT: and flatulency.
Caatorio assimilates the fa. ost, regulates the stomach
and booele, giring healthy and natural sleep. Cae•
toria Le the Childron'e Paureco-the Mother's Friend.
Castoria.
"Cat snit lean excellent medicine for c hit
dren. Mothers hare repeatedly told use of tut
good efface awn their cluldrea."
Da 0. C. Os000t,
Lowell, Mem.
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• Caxton& ls the beet remedy for children of
which I am seqt• vete& I hope the day Is not
far dinact when mothers willows/eider the real
interest of their children. and uest Castoria in-
stead of the various quack nostruens which are
lestroying their loved ones, by forcing opium,
onrphine, soothing syrup end other hiartful
gents down their threats, thereby &curliest
hem to premeture graves."
F Krecastos,
Oonway, Ark..
The Centane Compaziy, TI
Every Reader Of
THE NEW
Evrry Reader In Our County!
Castoril.
-ca.?. rut is So wel' adapted chn !rec. that
rwoomnamil 0 tia _ups' ior Los•:y prescription
known to toe."
IL A. ARMES, M. D.,
III So, Oi ford A., Brooklyn. P. 'Y.
" Our plsystethais In tbe doper,
meet h.sve rixoten LoGilly of thser expert
e'en hi their outade praeoce th Caetorir.
a.lthoterh we ou'y suons
medical euppbee whet o known
products, eat we tire free to confeas Wat the
merits of i-astona aim tn ica:* vith
favor upon it
11.e.errti. Diselnalisai,
Bowen. Nava
Lump C. Senn. Pres..
Sfarray Str••••!, IC a-7 Torii Cite.
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Evdry Reader in or Near This %le!
4C, EC la La r"-N lEIC
WILL Et'S AT ONCE INTERESTED IN OUR
IMPORTANT ANNOUNCLMENT.
The opportunity of a life-time presents itself to you.
We have effected arrangements whereby every person who
reads or becomes acquainted with the facts published in
this announcement, may secure at once, in connection
will a subscription for this paper, and at a iidiculously
low expeu4. --a mere baget.--Ile in comparison with what
wa have now to offer, namely, an iostrinsic value equal, in
cash, to about
$30.00 FOR 83.00,
OR, YOU CAM SECURE IT FREE! READ OUR OFFER BELOW
Tea,sattrus of Priceless Value as a Treasury of
Knoteledle
Foe the people, that world renowned, most popular of all Encyclopaedias,
in the English language,
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COMPLETE IN 30 HANDY VOWME5
OVERI2.000 PAGES
Being a beautiful, clear reprint of the Edinburgh and London Edition of
Chambers' Encyclopaedia, a library of universal knowledge for the peo-ple, with very large additions upon topics of special interest to Ameri-
can readers. and giving American statistics of population down to andincluding the ceneus of 1890.
itY.11 KM HE this meat Zneyelopecii• contains emit-ewe Ifs CPON T /ASP. AS-V IC 1.41, am bracing •Ii sobjeets within the of human knowledge: yet, to It. more tii.s
▪ specisity prepared art e'en while gi•ing pointed, praetical. explicit and most Interest-lag •nd Instructive Information both for e strident sod general reader. are tItS1 elms! ASitiCuCS TSCHNICALcriSs and comparatively void of the mascot sclentifie s3 trolg midwesiesclature whir, eruwil he pages of most other ryclopeiiiii• prepared for seteetlfic meiprolessmual use rewire. The Pillt• DELPHIA PairAs well say.:
-The particular tad melee, velum sof this MneveloprellS is its happy solution of thegeoids.... of fill nesse wed eon valeta ce. It is neither bulky nor superdcM1 • It Is Le book ofreferenee for the million."
Chambers' Itneyelopalla has always °cc 'pied a front p'sce among the cyclopedicverge to be coveted
Dorris ever want to paat yonrseiteresilv and speedily, on some fart • or matter* ledontefilly IS Ma dorsal n FLoc- aehy. Chemistry. R 'beton. imgraphs, Medicine., Ilea tn •illessa. Physical Or Mt t, ••• Itner• ',iron In P..1,111141. ',Hymen ete 1.11 -,nt fn. Netural etteieeipii).A *termini y Agriculture, Mathematics, or any of the Arts •nd Meunier/if If S ou do, &violyoeneelf Of ills opportunity to seeure a woof this goat encyclopedia.De you eek.y as occasional 'wiser, hour ot deligrithilly interesting. entertaining reelInetredtive reading. awl do yi u desire to suop'y yourself with a vain library of such matter.fell of variety le •Il Its ilepartreente, If smote.. await yourself of this opportunity to provid.
'owner with this tsvalsable and popular leacyc oped Ir.Do yon seek a valuable gift, one heel's( Intrinsic value, to present ter your lenitivefriend, or to yoor own library , or for the alifh•atiou of the folks of your own lioniehold, Ifyea dn. here is youreseeptionsi epport unity
De you •ppreciso ncengions for $eicuring extraordinary hargaine. ant 1/011 Id y011 se-
em, • set of this Encyclopedia PRIV Now is your•pportuaity. See full partieulani in ourapestsl Offer. given betow:
OUR UNPRECEDENTED OFFER.
The teenier retail price nf the imported edition of this immense reference library is110.110. The met to you hir a fall set. coMplete, printed on g.iod paper, in heautiful2cleartype, sad durably hound in flexible rovers, delivered, free of c set to you, together wile oneyeses enbarriptan fur this paper, will only be CLOD.
We will ie.. soft deliver free,
To Every New or Old Subscriber,
Lail of the Encyclopaedia, cOmplete, together w:til a year's sutewription to WEEKLY Nits, ea receipt of mos
To Every Old Subscriber
11Flmes current subereiption is paid np. ail vance, a full *et of the Encyclopaedia. on receipterase. which amount pays also for extension of subecription, one year from date of expire-Hoe. 
' a
To Every Periaon.
A set of this Eneyc'eneil is. f rev, tn•c-i.y psrum who obtains for this paper 8 new an-imal subscriptions, an.I Who sends or hands to us 00 to pay for them. Ss tin additional mustba paid le each case where tha sew subscriber .1e1111.011 to,r•Cieve, also, a set of the EnCyclo-padia-
Now is the time to Subscribe!
Now is the time to obtain Subscriptii,ns!
Here is the epprotnnity of a !dee me to fedain, for • mere trifle. a full and complete wetuss revised and completed editiOn ef f hand, •ro• Encyr Opielis The demand will belarge. Thersfore those who would make sure of avoiding delay, should act at once. Order.wire be tined prosper and In turn as recef•ed. But we ad•ine Immediate attention. Let allart promptly. Address,
NEW ERA CO.,
Hopkinsville, Ky.
Robt. Wooldridge
LIVERY, FEED AND SALE STABLE
STRICK'e MK 04 DelF1T. ItJOlLINOVILLKKY.
LARGEST STOCK. ARTISTIC DESIONS.
LADI Eli DON'T FAIL TO CALL ON
MISS IDA ALLEN,
- -THE MILLIhER-
Ninth Street, _next door to)
John Moayon's.
My stock is larger than ever be-
fore. It embraces everything nice in
ladies', misses' and children's head-
wear. I have had twelve years ex-
perience as a trimmer, and feel that
I am justified in believing • I can
please the most fastidous. My
prices are the lowest and would ap-
preciatecsoyour patronage greatly.
Please  1 before making your pur-
chases.
All TN NOVELTIES. LOWEST MBES.
NEW SPRING
GOODS!!
New and elegant stock of
Spring Millifiery Goods
-AT-
Mrs. M. E. Rodgers.
Dress Making by Miss Lula
N
Take The
-The Favcrite Line To-
t.'" .13( CiO ."Ae.
Ind all points in the NORTH and
NORTH WEST.
Remember this line has two elegant
trains daily between Atlanta
and Chicago,
No.6. No.8.
I.• Atlanta W A 10:At a to S:A/ p ro
Chstthuouga N. C.
A St. I. 3:01) p :".1 a m
Nashville, L N. 1.11 6:it.) a p.
Evertor Ile, E. ft
T H. 1.20 m I ite p
Terre Haute. C.
E. I 4:SI a m I :IT p
krrise Chicago II:17 • m 10:40 p
T..si n No fc ••Chtengn AtInnts 1,1•111ted."
.10 Vt•V 111,111n. wttl. ullot SI.-ep•
ere Anil day conches A dining ear Is ai.setted
to the train at Danville, enabling the paaaen -
gem to get their breakfast enroute. Thle
train ale° has through 'deepen' from Jackson-
ville, Fla. •nd Memphis, Teen. to Chicago.
Train No 4, eWor'd's Fair Ispecthl," runs
solid between Atlanta and t'hii ego. and le
etiulpped with elegant Pullman Parlor Buffet
Care
d. L Mogen'. A. C. Palmer,
S. Pa... A gt G. F. A E. T. H. IL If.
hatteresers, Tenn. Evausville. Init.
PAFES .10NAL CARDS.
, bb isritas .1. H. A ii.asswciaTli
Late Co .0 to Ise and Public A cini 'r, s,:i.1 Ouard-
dem
& ALLESTfORTB,
-Atioriseys Ai Law,-
HOPKINSVILLE, - KENTUCK1
°Mee Ocelot side Court House.
Reser to Ban of RopktnavIlle, PI•nters
ilant and First v Donal lieut.
Speteial attertiton given n eollee
don.
•••••••••••=10.
HUCH lificKEE
A.ttornenr Law.
Special attention paid to the collec-
tion of claim,. Other over Planter
Rank.
set • ID
4OOD BELL
Annoys Al Law.
tirIrIC Y. IN Horreu NIA". it.cestrAlite
. *Ur [1. lell04 la tee courts al tlnytetint
.nd sdiotuins mufti) es
Joab C. Brasher
-ATTORNEY AT LAW-
And Real Estate Agent
opkinsville, eti tusk)
J. T. Hanbery
Attorney At Law.
9
Will praet ice In the (;onirte of nrlstlan and
adjoining Counties
Special attentlen pald to the collection of
claims. (Alice with J. I Landes.
E. P. RUSSELL,
(Formerly of Elkton, Ky.)
Phylician id Sup.
-Offitte st Dr. Hickniao's Old Stand,
Court Street.
J, 0, McDavitt,
011".§TIS T
Over Kelly's Jewelry Store
HOPKINI4V11,1,F. • • • - KY
-lessee fo.es.- I its Pool
BOYD & POOL
Tuneorial ;Parlors, Seventh street. next d
KOroPetha .1101.M. Hkillful barbers. Car.
fel work;
Insufficiency of Gold as a World Stand-
ard.
But why not accept the simpler
conclusion, and acquiesce in the Use
of the single gold etandsrd The
broad argument againet Stile conclu-
sion Is I IVA widely accepted fact that
gold is steadily gaining • larger
purchasing power, and that long con-
tracts made in gold work hardship,
One of the elements of a sound
money is stability; and it is quite as
objectionable that the monetary
standard should gradually depress
prices by subtly growing dearer, as
that it should gradually letlete prices
eubtly growing cheaper. The
statisticiene are not fully agreed; but
the hest authorities seem to be ranged
upon the hide that regards sliver as
haying departed far lees than gold
from the average value of staple com-
modities. It is an extremely diffi-
cult qiiestion, and it is not wise to
dogmatize about It or to speak In a
superior lone. But it is a fact that
sliver is the money metal of a ma-
jority of the World's inhabitantsa
and it might be argued with some
show of reason that, if binietslliern is
an Wile Tatum), and the whole world
must come tO a single metallic stand-
ard, then silver would be a safer and
more satisfactory money substance
than gold. With the earnest conten
lieu of the West and South that
silver ought to be a full money metal,
we, for air part, agree emphatically.
The logic that makes gold the stand-
erel of value in India cannot rest
eatiefled uutil China and South
America are on that same basis; and
the depressing effect of this 'Luc-
eeesive conquest can but be very
severe and very widespread. Gold
monometallistn cannot stop at the
present lines; and its universal sedop-
ion weuld in our judgment be more
berieful than a rrenefer to silver
inonometaillem.-From the "Pro-
gresses of the Wood," Review of Re.
views.
EART DISEASE!
RrAlisTica show thatooe In ?OCR has a w, at
or CI laeftlied Heart. The find symptom. ere niers
hreath, oppress/ea. Iletterliss. Aloft and
hungry spellspnla Is side, them sasslisorlirg.
swollen ankles, dropsy (sad desstla for
which Die. MILES' NEW HF.A MT craft
• a monvek)us remedy. -I have been troubled
with honrt dtscaso for years. my left pubis was
eery weak. mould at times scarcely feel it, the
cietteracot would always weaken myittnessnd Mart and a fear of impending death
4an-1 me in the face for hours. DR. MaLF-illi
VERVINZ aid NEW HEAZT CERE
tee only modicum) that has proved of sey benr
te•el cured me.-L. 11. Dyer. Cioverdile. Md.
!sr. Mites' Liver Pills are a sure remedgsLowi doneness sad Torpid Liver. SO
cents. Fires boos on Bean Disease. wIsh
ynderfr.1 cures Free at druggists. or address
Da. WILES' MEDICAL CO.. Elkhart. Ina.
For Site By R. C. Hardwick.
Save
Paying
Doctors'
Bills
LIB BOTANICBLOOD BALM
THE GREAT REMEDY
- FON ALL BLOOD AND SKIN DISEASES
Elsa 1:1.60 thoroughly test•cl by wa-
if...at playsleians and the poop!.
fur Pi yaws, and hula So
tare saidi.0 sad perroanently
SCROFULA. ULCERS. ECZEMA.
NMELIMATISM. raPLES, ERUPTIONS,
and all manner of TILTING. SPREADING sad
ftl"brWING SOSItS Tornio bly curse the most
loothsonw disease. dlne..c.on• are fc1.
lowed. P-tr• p.m b..0.0. bottles for
sale by Arlin:100
BENT FREE wesDI: ri :trate.
BLOOD BALM CO.. Masts.
loo eel. Le R H•rrtfPfil`t,
Cleanse
The Vitiated
Blood
When you see
its impurities
Bursting through
The Skin
In Pimples,
Blotches
And Sores.
Rely on Sulphur Bit-
ters and Health will
Boom, Mao , fur best ruesbcal work
Send 3 3-cent stamps to A. P.•Ordwa Co..
riblishesters realise bemasse
0..rn sissy. reltr.k. until, 50
L".71;•IL tr. 1;:fr 041:
a- .0.1 1., Is blue r1.001. Tsitio
•• •tker. Rees. •••400••
flaw ••••i Ilmagews be rad
st..a.pe I•rtlesl•rs. 001•••1•14 sod
Seller far 1.41es.'• ...loth, by retsne
Mall. I 0,00.1 N•••• Pupa%
CliGh water theadosi Ps )tiwi
bs an Lee /Swags,
.•__ •
iassite(EFt'S
tfolta Bi.LSAM(. b.no • ns1 ...fee is. flalr.
1"...us+s •
Never Falls to lisetor• Gray/lair to Its Youthful Col•r.
.• 
Cur,. ws..{..1,rea... hIbir Ya.lase
alc. um) ji t•
The C p eon Feeble .sd sso
"• • • ..144 t.nr.. 4.4,4 •Il Par 40rli 010ter
1,11•1 the Lia..fs. I hbilily •
.• '4,41Utill•sii a. ai Pa.., Or- SI
-IINIER001., 2.
c. • •,s. ••••• •• st •
Indispensable In
Every Cood Kitchen-
As every good housewife knows,
the difference between appeti7-
ing, delicious cooking and the
opposite kind is largely in deli-
cate sauces and patatable gra-
vies. Now, these require a
strong, delicately flavored stock,
and the beet stock.is
LIEBIC COMPANY'S
EXTR ACT OF BEEF
lo•T Qf •Ititf T.
OR 3
WHITE'S CREAM
VERMIFUGE
FOR 20 YEARS
led ail Worm Remedies.
"'HY BOTTLE GUARANTEED.
HOLD Fvi otoffORE.
nparea by 11110111111c011 PT. 1.111-11.
LIFEBOATS
Furnish a Theme For Dr.
Talmage.
Boats of All Sorts and All
Descriptions.
Boats That Are Perfectly
Safe and Boats That
Are Unsafe.
The Shore to Be Rearhed in the
Grand Old Gospel Lifeboat.
"Then The Soldiers Cut Off the
Ropes of the Boat and Let
Her Full OR."
IMPORTANCE OF LIFEBOATS
IleocieLote, Oct. 22.-After machine
on nearly 4,000 different subjects anl
loing closely followed by the printine
press for about 25 years Rev. Dr. 'Ord
notice still seems to find new eubjectt
that have never been preached on. Tilt,
ferenoon he chose for hie subject "Un
safe Lifeboats." the text being Actt
xxvii, 32, "Then the soldiers Lett off tie
ropes of the boat fuel be her fall off."
While your faces; are yet soinewlee
bronzed by attendance on thet inter-ir
tional boat contest between the Vieil tie
and the Valkyrie I address yon. Goo.'
things when there Is no lotting or elioti
patioto times out400r sperte. We wen
more fresh air and breezineen in oti
temperaments and onr reOgien. A etel
and slow and lugnbrions relation ma:
have done for other Orne4. y. t e-01 ne
do for theme. But thy teat calles ()lir so
tention to a boat of a differeut wet. an
instead of the Atlantic it is the :Voles-I
ruheato and instead of not whet erone1
art the crews of the Vioilant rind V :lir
rie the other day complaint-el. there
too much wind aria the sweep of a Et
roclydon.
I am not calling your attention P
much to the famous &Lip on PaL
was the distinguoliol ieleriefee r, lent t
the lifeboat of that siiip wiricO nee o
seems to notice. Fur a fortnieet t
main vessel hod been toseesi tiriy.••
For that two weeks, the ace e let sr.
the passengers had econtinne I faetina.
I suppose the gait water. dositiog Uteri
had spoiled the sea biscuit, Lind tie Ise-
sengers were sea: ick ailyhew.
The sailore eai•l, ••It ie no +Ivo thi ! • •
must go down," no 1 they onose.
among themselves to lower tie bo.
and get into it soul t Ake t cLiantoe fo
reacleng shore. althouteh they preterelo
they were goino to get over Cie: ales e
the big ship and down MO Lao efeboa
only to do sailors' duty. That vete no
sailorlike, for the sailors Cot I boo
knowo were all intrepit ft !lows en
would rather go down wi• the ROO
than do tench a mean thing 11$ thole. Jed
Tars of thy text attempted. •
When on the ttediterranean last Jane
the Victoria sank under the ram of the
Camperdown, the most inajortic thim
about that awful scene was that all Ott
sailors staid at their poste demi/ tOesii
duty. :As a clams all over the world
ore are 'valorous, but these sailors! of the
text were exceptional and pretended te
do duty while they were really proper-1m
for flight in the lifeboat. But these "ma
tines" on loard-seta suldiers-hol in en
pecial charge a little missionary wile
wad turning the world upeide down, ant.
when thews marines saw the trick tie
tailors were about to play they liftea tie
enflame% from the girdles and chop! chop
went those enflame)) into the ropes that
held the lifeboat, and aplasht it droppa'
into the gest
My text deecribes it, "The isolators en'
off the ropes of the boat and let her f LI
off." As that empty lifeboat droppes
and wee caperized on a sea where for tw(
weeks winds and billows had been 11
battle I think that ninny on boar(' stl:
main vessel felt their last hope of eve.
reaching hotter Intel vanished. In tha•
tempestuous sea a small boat amid not
have lived five minutes.
My subject is -Unsafe Lifeboate:
We cannot exaggerate the importance 0.
the lifeboat All honor to the memor3
of Lionel Lnkin, the coach builder 01
Long Acre, Lenten, who invented the
find lifeboat. and I do not blame him fen
ordering put upon his eau betene Kent
the inscription that yuu may still rose:
there:
••This Lionel Lakin was the first whe
built a lifebstat and was the original in
veutor of that principle of safety b3
which many lives and ninch prepert3
have been preeerved from shipwreck
and he obtained for. it the king's patent
in the year 1785."
A wont) rtr-CACTIOX.
All honor to the memory of Sir Wil:
ham Hillary, who, living in tile oi
Man, mei after assisting with hie owi
hand in_ the rescue of 305 lives of the
shipwrecked, stirred the English parlia
ment to quick action in the constrnetiot
of lifebeats. Thanks to God for the
sublime and pathetic and divine +tremor
of the lifebeaL No one will doubt its
important mission who has real of the
wreck of the Amazon in the bay of Bie
cuv, of the Tweed rnnuing on the reef,
of the gulf of Mexico, or of the Ocear
Monarch on the co&st of Wales. or of the
Birkenhead on the Cape of (tool Hope
or of the Royal Charter en the coast ot
Angleeea, or of the Exmouth on the
Scotch breakers, or of the Cambria or
the Irish coast, or of the Atlantic on tht
reeks of 'Store Scotia, or of tne Lexing
ton on Leng [slate] eminel.
To add still fu.rther to the he portance (it
the lifeboat, remertilier tLere are at lease
8,000.000 men following the nee. sa3
nothing of the nnortinted milliten lid
monteut ocean passenger+. We "land
lubbere," as aailers call qe. may me
know the difference between a merlin.
spike anel ringbelt, anythine alma.
heaving a log. ler riggilia out a Oyu).
jibboom, or furling a topsail, but we
realise to greater or lees extent •the
portance of a lifeboat in every marine
equipment.
Rot (lo we feel the importance
ittetroat in the matter or the nolll Firemen,
There are times when we all feel that we
are out at sea, anti as many disatirbire
and willow; questions strike us as wave,
struck that veseel against the hides of
which the lift-teat of my test dangled.
ttoestions about the church. Queetionr
about the world. Questions abont (ItieL
Questions about our eterriel eleetiny
Every thinking man and woman hae
those me-stains, and in proportion as
they are thinking people de those ques.
Lions arise.
There is no wrong in thinking. If (led
had not intended lie tee think and keep
thliesing, Lie would nett ',Lave bent
under this wheelhonse of the skull thie
thinking machine, which halts not in its
revolutions from cradle to grave. Even
the midnight does not stopethe thinking
machine, for when we are in dreams we
are thinking, although we do nut think
as well. All of ust whe are accustomed
to thinking want to reach some staia
shore of safety and satisfaction, awl if
any one has a good lifeboatehat we may
honorably take I wish he wonld un-
swing it from the davits and let us get
into it and put for shore.
lint I give you fair notice I mnet first
examine the lifeboat before I risk my
soul in it or advise yon to risk your win)
in it. All the mplendiel Ramagate life-
boat., and Jlergatab lifeboats, and South
Shield); feloete, and American lifeboats
were tested before being put into prac-
tical use as to their buoyancy and speed
and stowage and eelf righting capacity.
And when von offer me ewe: o lifeboat I
must lint test it.
THE TIIKOSOPHIC tato:poser.
Here is a splendid new lifeboat called
Theoeophy. It has only little while
been launched, nIthengh some of the.
planks+ are really several thousand years
old, and from a worm eaten ship, but
they are tainted over and leek new.
They are really fatalism and pantheism
of olden time. But we must furget that
aod call them theosophy. The Grace
Darling of this lifeboat was an oars-
woman by the name of Mine. Illavat-
sky, but the Larswoulan now is Annie
Besant. tuany are getting aboard
the boat it is worthy of examination,
both becaume of the safety of tame
have entered it and because) we ourselvee
are invited to grt in.
Its theory is that everything is God.
Bente and star and tree and man art
parts of Gist. We have three souls-au
animal soul, a human soul, a spiritual
soul. The animal soul becomes, aftet
awhile, a wandering thing, tryiug to ex-
press itself through mediums. It enter*
beasts) or enters a human being, and
when you find an effeminate man it O
becausse a woman's soul has got into the
man, and when you find a masculine
woman it is because a man's soul haa
taken poseession of a woman's body.
If you find a woman has become
platform speaker end likee politics, raw
is possessed by ti dead pulitician, wise.
40 years+ ago made the platform
quake. The soul keeps wandering on
and on, and may have 50 or innumer-
able different forme, and finally im
absorbed in God. It Wee Clud at the
start and will be God at the last. But
who gives the authority fur the trot:13/4 c4
ruche religion? Some beings+ liveng in a
cave in central Asia. They are inviaible
to the naked eye, but they cross conti-
nents and Wait in a fiaah.
My Ilaptiet brother Dr. Haldeman says
that a theosophist in New York was via
ited by one of these inysterems beinge
from central Asia. The gentleman knew
it from the fact that the mystenous be-
ing left his pocket handkerchief, em-
broidered with his name anti Asiatic res-
ident*. The moat weintlerful achieve-
ment of the theosophists Is that they
keep out of the insane aeylum. They
prove the truth of the statement that nc
religion ever announced was me abeurd
but it gained disciples.
Societies in the United States and Eng-
land and other lands have been estab-
lishea fer the promulgation of theosophy.
Instead of needing the revelation of a
Bible yon can have these spirits from a
cave in central Asia to tell you all you
ought to know, noel after you leave the,
life yon may become a prima donna, Of
a robin, or a gazelle, or a set, or a prize-
fighter, or a Herod, or a Jezebel. and so
be enabled to have great variety of
experience, rotating through the uni-
verse, now rising, now falling, now
shot out in a straight line rind now de-
scribing a parabola, and on and on. and
up and up. and down antl down, and
round and round. Don't you see? Now,
that theosophic lifeboat has been
launched. It proposes to take you off
the rough sea of doubt into everlasting
quietude. How do you like the lifeboatl
My opinion is you had better imitate
the meriners of my text and cut off the
ropes of that boat and let her fall off.
A Eit TIIAT LEAKS.
Another lifelreat tempting no to enter
is mole np el many planks of good
work& It is really a beautiful boat-
alinagiving, practical sympathies for
human suffering. righteous) words and
righteous ilestele I must admit I hke the
looks of the prow, and of the rowlocks
and ef the proaelles. and of the steering
gear, nail of many who are thinking to
trust themo Ivor on her benches. Btr.
the trouble about that lifeboat is It leaks.
I never knew a man yet good enough to
earn heaven by his virtues or generosi-
ties.
If there be one persen here present
OD this blesees1 Sabbath all of whose
tboughta have been always right, all of
w leaf. act ions have al ways been rightand
all of whose weird§ have always been
rightlet him soma rip, or if already stand-
ing let him lift his band, and I will know
that be Les. Paul had it about right
when het said, "By the deeds of the law
shall no flesh be justified." Devid
heel it about right whem he Najd, "There
le none that (teeth goemi, no not one."
The old book had it about right when
ft said, "All have sinned and come short
of the glory of God." Let a man get off
that little steamer called The Maid of
the Mir& which sails up to the foot of
Niagara falls, and then climb to the top
of the falls on the descending floods. for
he can do it etuder than any man ever
be able to climb to heaven by his
good works.
If your thoughts have always been ex-
actly right, and your words exactly
right. awl yeur deeds always exactly
right. you can ger up to the gate of heav-
en. awl you need not even knock fur ad-
esittanee. but open It yourself and push
the angels out of your way and go up and
take vue of the front seats. But you
would he so unlike any one else that has
gone up from this world that you would
be a curiosity in heaven and more fit for
a heavenly ninseuin than for a place
where the inhabitanta conld look at you
free of charge.
No, sir. I al:10re yonr good works,
and that lifebeat you are thinking of
trusting In Is hanesotner Olen any yawl
or pinnace or yacht or cutter that ever
sped ent of a boathouee or hoisted sail
for a race. But /the leaks. Trust your
soul in that, and yen will go to to the
bottom. She leaks. So I imitate the
inanners of the text, and with u cutlass
strike the rupee of the boat and let her
hill off.
Another lifeboat is Chrietian Incon-
sistencies. The planks of this host are
compeer(' of the split planks of ship-
wreoke. That prow is made out of hy-
pocrisy from the life of a man who pro-
teemed one thiug and really was another.
One ear of this lifeboat waa the false
hood of *church member, and the other
oar was the wiekedneas of some minister
of the gospel, whose iniquities were not
for a long while found out. Not one
plank frem the oak of God's eternal
truth in all that life-beat. All the planks,
by universal admission, are decayed and
crumbling and fallen apart and rotten
end ready to sink.
-Well, well," you soy, "no one will
want to get lot° Oust lifeboet." Oh, my
trie.na, you are mistaken. That is the
meet popular lifelsest ever conetructed.
That is the most pepular lifeboat ever
launched. Millions of people wact
get into it. They jostle each other to
get the beet seat in the beat. Yon coold
uot keep them back though you stood at
the gunwales with a club, as on our ship
Lireece in a hurricane. and the steerage
pasewegersi were determined to come t4
mi deck. where they would have been
washed off, and the officers stood at tbe
tep of the stain clubbing them back.
Even by such violence as that you could
not keep people from jumping into the
meot popular lifeboat, made of ohurch
member incemeistencieee
In times of roival when sinners flock
into the neptiry room the most of them
are kept Innis deciding aright becanae
they know he neitiy Christians who are
bad. The inquiry room becomes a
world's faix for exhibition of all the
frailties- of church members, so that if
yon believe all is there tole you you
would lee ntraiel to enter a church lest
you gee your pewkette picked or get
knocked duwn.
This is the way they talk: "I wae
cheated out of $500 by a leader of a
Bible clam." "A Sunday school teacher
goesipeel about me anel did her beet te
tleetroy my good name." "I had a pate,
ner in business+ who swamped our buse
nem concern by his trickery and then
rolled np his eyes in Friday night prayer
meeting, as though he wesre looking for
Elijah's chariot to make a second trip
and take np another passenger."
But what a crackeO aria water logged
and gaping warned lifeboat the incon-
sistencies of others! Pnt me on a shingle
mid-Atlantic and leave me there rather
than in such a yawl of spiritual confi-
dence. God forbid that I should get
abeani it. and hot some of you make the
mistake of getting into it I do as the
mariners del on that Mediterranean ship
when the sailors were about to get into
the unsafe lifeboat of the text and lose
their lives in that way. '•Then PA-
Mee. vet off the roues of the Lao end
• la lb-
let her tail std.
NoT LLFT TO CHANCE.
"Well," says 80M0 one, "this subject
is very discouraging, for we must have
a lifeboat if we are ever te get ashore,
and you have already condemned three."
Ah, it is becauste I want to persuade you
to take the only eafe lifeboat. I will not
allow you to be deceived and get on to
the wild waves and then capsize or sink.
Thank God, there is a lifeboat that will
take you ashore in safety, assure se God
is God and heaven is heaven. The keel
and ribs of this boat are made out of s
tree that was set up on a blut back of
Jerusalem a good many years ago. Both
of the oars Are made out of the same
tree. The rowlocks are made ont of the
same tree. The steering gear is made
out of the same tree. The planks of it
were hammered together by the ham-
mers of executionene who thought they
were only killing a Christ, but were
really pounding together an escape foe
all imperiled souls of all ages.
It is an old boat, but good as new,
though it has been carrying paesengen
from sinking ships to firm shore for ages
and has never lost • passenger. These
old Christians begin to smile because it
is dawning upon them what I mean.
The fact is that in this way years agc
they got uff a wreck themselves, and I
do not wonder they smile. It ia not
senselese giggle that means frivolity,
but it ia a mole like that on the face ot
Christians the moment they leave earth
for heaven-yea, like the smile of God
himself when he had completed the plea
for eaving the world.
Right after that big tumble of the At-
lantic ocean el or seven weeks ago on
the beach at Esst Ham ptou I met the
captain of the life saving station and
"Captain, do you think a lifeboat
could live in a sea like thatr Although
the worst of it was over, the captain re-
plied, '•No, I do not think it could." But
thia lifeboat of which I speak can live
in any sea and defies all breakers, and
all cyclones, and all equinoxes, and all
earth, and all helL In 90 years the life
saving apparatus aloog our Atlantic
coast saved the lives of over 45,000 ot
the shipwrecked, but this lifeboat that I
commend has saved in 20 years hundreds
of millions of the shipwrecked. Like
those newly invented English lifebosta,
it is inenbmergible, self righting and
self bailing.
All along our rocky American coast
things were lef to chance for centerMa,
and the shipwrecked crawled up on the
beach to die unless some one happened
to walk along or some ftsberman's hut
might be near. But after the ship Ayr-
shire was wrecked at Milan beach, sued
the Pow batten left her 906 dead strewn
along our coast, mad another vessel went
on the rocks, 400 lives perishing, the
Vffited States government woke up and
made an Appropriation of t200,000 for
life saving stations, and life lines from
faking box are Must over the wild surf,
and havreers are stretched from wreck
to shore, and what with Lyie's gun
and six oared surfboat, with cork
at the sides to make it uzudakable
and patrolmen all night long walking
the beech until they meet each other and
exchaters metal tickets, so ar to show
ine entire beach has been traversed, and
the Calton light Umber hope from shore
to sufferer. end imrfineo. incased ta
Merriman life oaring dress, and life car
rolling on the ropes, there are many
prebabilities of reacue fur the unfortu-
nate of therms. But the government of
the nnited heavens has made better pro-
riatou for the ream. of our souls. So
close by that this moment we can put
f band on Its top aod swing into it is
Kimmel lifeboat. It will not take
yon more than a second to get into it.
• ET•SCH MATT.
But while hi my text we 'dead watch-
ing the marines with their cutimem, pre-
paring to error the ropes of the lifeboat
and let her fall off, notioe the poor equip-
ment. Only one lifeboat Twv hundred
and aeventy-sis passengers, as Paul
counted them, and only one lifeboat.
My text tune the singular and not the
plural, °Cut off the ropes of the boat."
I do not suppose M would have held
more than 90 people, though loaded to
the water's edge.
I think by marine law all our modern
vessels have geough lifeboats to hold all
tbe crew and all tbe passengers in case
of emergency, but the marines of my
text were standing by the only boat, and
that a small boat, and yet 276 peesengers.
But what thrills me throngh end through
is the fact that thouoh we are wrecked
by ain and trouble and there is only one
lifeboat, that boat is large enough to
bold all who are willing to get into it.
The lie epel hymn expresses it:
All may come. whoever with
Ties Man receives puor stances stilt
But I must haul in that statement a
little. Room fur all in that lifeboet,
with just one exception. Not you-I do
not mean you, but there is one excep-
tion. There have been cotes where shire
were in trouble, and the captain got all
the paseengers and crew into the life-
boats, but there was not nom for the
gaptain. He, through the sea trumpet.
shouted: "Shove off now and pull for
the beach. Cloodby!" And then the
captain, with pathetic and sublime self
sacrifice, went down with the ship. So
the Captain of our salvation, Owlet the
Lord, launches the gospel lifeboat and
tells us all to get in, but he perishes.
"It behooved Christ to suffer." Was
it not so, ye who witnessed his agonizing
expiration? Simon of Cy-rene, was it not
so? Cavalry troops, whose horses pawed
the duet at the crucifixion, was it cot so?
Ye Marys who swooned away with the
sun of the midday heavens, was it not
so? "By his stripes we are healed." By
his death we live. By his sinking in the
deep sea of suffering we get off in a safe
lifeboat Yee, we must put into thie
story a little of our own personality.
We had a ride in that very lifeboat from
foundered craft to solid shore.
Once on the raging bow I sewed.
The morel was loud: •.he night weedark.
The ocean yawned and rudely blow'd
The wind that towed uty four:Aeries bark.
But I got into the goemel lifeboat, and!
get ashore. No religionsepeculation for
me. These higher criticism fellows do
not botker me a bit. Yon may ask me
50 queetions about theses. aud about the
land, and about the lifeboat that I can-
not answer, but one thing I know. I am
ashore, and I am going to stay ashore, if
the Lord by his grace will help me. I
feel under me something so finn that I
try it with my right foot. and try it with
my left foot, and then I try it with both
feet, and it is so solid that I think it
must be whs.. the old folks used to call
the Rock of Agee.
Aud be my remaining days on earth
many or few I am going to spend my
time in resommending the lifebeat which
fetched me here, a peer sinner saved by
grace, and in swinging the mallows
to sever the ropes of auy unsafe lifeboat
anti let her fall off. My hearer, without
aeking any questions, get into Um gospel
lifeboat. Room! and yet there is room!
The biggeet boat on earth is the gospel
lifeboat. You must remember the pro-
portion of thing's, and that the ship-
wrecked craft is the wbole earth, and the
lifeboat must be in proportion.
Yon talk about your Campanian, and
your Lucanias, and your Majesties, and
your City of New Yorks, but all of
them put together are smaller than au
Indian's canoe on Schoen] lake com-
pared with this goimel lifeboat that is
large enough to take in all nations.
Room for one and room for &IL Get
inl "How? How?" you ask.
Well, I know how you feel, for sum-
mer before last on the sea of Fiulaod 1
had the same experience. The ship in
which we smiled could not 'venture near-
er than a mile from sbore, where stood
the Russian palace of Peterhof, and we
had to get into a small boat and be
rowed ashore. The water was rough,
and as we went down the ladder at the
side of the ship we held firmly on to the
railing, but in order to get Into the boat
we hest at last to let go.
flow did I know that the boat was
good and that the oarsmen were sun.
cieot? How did I know that the Finland
sea would not swallow me with one (ston-
ing of its crystal jaws? We had to trust,
and we did trust. and our trust waa well
rewarded. In the slime way get into this
gospel lifeboat. Let go! AA long Lot you
bold On tO any other hope yen are 1111-
noriled, and you get no advantage from
' • -st ei• sea [hew rear U0101
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hero say, ••1 guess I Wl.1 tow on a little
to my good works, ur to &I pkOls parent-
ege, or tu sousetlang I can du in the way
of achieving my own salvation." No,
no, let gol Trnst the Captain, who
would not put you into a rickety or un-
certain craft
ELOQUENT PERORATI021.
For the Baku of your present and ev-
erlasting welfare, reith all the urgency
of an immortal addressing immortals, I
ery from the depths of my soul and at
the top of my voice, Let go; Last sum-
mer the life paving crew at East Hamp-
ton invited me to coins up to the lafe
Station and see the crew practice, for
twice a week they are drilled in the tin-
portant work assigned thew by the Unit-
ed States government, and they go
through all the routine of saving the
shipwrecked. But that would give lit-
tle idea of what they vionld have to do
tf some midnight next winter, the wind
driving besehward, a vessel should get
in the goaap of a hurricane.
See the light" fare from the ship in
the breakers, end then responding lights
daring from the beach, and bear the
rockets buns 1/ they rise, and the life-
boat rumbles out, and the gun booms,
mad the lifeline rises and falls across the
splintered decks, and the hawser tight-
ens, and the life car goes to and fro, car-
rying the exhausted mariners, and the
ocean, as if angered by the snatching of
the human prey from the white teeth of
ite surf and the stroke of its billowing
paw, rises with increased fury to assail
the land. So now I am engaged in no
light drill, practicing for what may
oome over some of your souls. It is with
some of you wintry midnight, and your
hopes for this world and the next are
wrecked, ' •
But see! Seel The lights kindled co
the beach! t throw out the life line.
Haul in, hand over hand! Ah, there is a
fffebost in the surf, which Al the wrath
of earth and bail cannot swamp, and it*
Captain with scarred hand puts the
trumpet to his lips as 119 cries, "Oh,
Israel, thou haat destroyed thyself, but
lel me is thy help." But what is the nae
of all this if you decline to get into it?
Yon might AA well have been a sailor on
board that foundering ship of the Medi-
terranean when the mariners cut the
ropes of the boat and let her fall off.
THURSDAY'S ACCIDENT.]
Statements Sworn to the Cor-
oner's Jury.
The fact that the building was very
old and that several workmen antiel•
paling a collapse, hail refused tO en
on the building, caused the prevalent
belief that the Iilumenstiel Co.
was criminally careless in allowing
the work of erecting another story on
the walls to proceed.
The vet dict of the Coroner's inquest
held yesterday on the body of John
Warner exonerated tbe factory sworn-
pony of this chug,. In j witless of the
Chouipsny we publish the following
testimony sod verdict :
JACK BLUME/Hal EL, SWORN.
I we* looking after the carpenter's
work. We were trying to spread a
joist when I first potioed the joist&giving away. We examined the walls
this marniog and ttought it perfect-
ly safe. The joista were setting in
eight inches in both sides of the
walls. The gabh end (brick ) had
been taken down and put 00 seeond
&Wry, I don't know which wall gave
away tiret. I was stsodIng on the
third story and j unwed scram to the
opposite building.
WILLIAM LIZ, SWORN.
I was In smith shop, when I heard
the throw of the failtog walls. I had
just oonse down off the walls a few
minutes b-fore the Jail. Mr. Davis
(the In icklayer , said the wall. was in
good onditiou sod pronounced it
3ife. I don't know the direct banes
of the accident. The moist of the
brick was on the 'sound joist.
FOUNT WEST, swonte.
I bad ju et come down from the
walls and Win bee called me Into
the smith shop, where I heard the
noise of the falling walls. I thought
the walls perfectly safe. We asked
several about the walls and they pro-
nounced them free. sati•fi•d the
falling of the walks was due to MI ac-
cident and uot to negligence on any
one's part. Had I not been celled io-
ta shop, I would have been in the of-
fice under the bricks and timbers.
LUTHER TUNES, SWORN.
I was on the wall when it gave
away. I have no idea vi hat caused
the accident.
JNO. PENDLETON, SWORN.
I was on the third story when the
walls fell. I fell down with Davis
sod Warner. When I discovered the
walls falling they seemed to be eas-
ing down The juste were broken
shout middle ways. I did not get
hurt.
WILL NIXON, SWORN
I was standing 1D 1 he ware MOIL
when I heard the building falling. I
was the drat to get to Warner. He
was covered with briek. I couldn't
see any oue for the duet.
JOE FEROUSION. SWORN.
I was in the offices when tile build-
ing fell. I don't know a hat cauised
it. I jumped out of a window.
0E0. DALTON, SWoRN.
I tried to make a trade with the
ecnorany to do the repairing on the
walls qiiestion. I thought tbe
w•I le perfectly safe and did net ap-
prehend any (huger e f them falling.
Had I made the trade I would not
have heeitated to have gone on it
with the work.
VRRDICT OF' JURY.
We the Jury, summoned by Dr. J.
M. Dennis, Coroner of thrietian
county, Ky., to bold an inquest on
the body of Joo. L. Warner, after
hearing the evidenoe stated above,
believe that he came to his death by
the accideintal falling of the walls of
the brink building occupied by the
Blumenstiel Carriage Co., upon
which the deceased was at work OD
the leth day of Oct. 1893.
W. H. Merritt.
J. J
J. W. Yancey,
F. R Dryer,
J. L. Kennedy,
J G. Gray.
NOT A CANDIDATE.
Jas. Breathitt hot kfter the City
Atterseyahip.
gee weir • we -•""'" • 0*, - . - I
The Republicans in secret aesaion,
several nights since nominated Mr
his. Breathitt as their candidate for
the offloe rit• Attorney. Mr.
Breathitt requsets us to state that he
Is not a candidate, and that he will
positively decline to make the race.
S. J. Chandler, Riehmond,
writes: "No one ran afford to be
without B. B. B. who wishes an ap-
petite. 1 eould 'scarcely eat Illag141
biscuit for breakfast, but since 'Wi-
les B. B. B. I clean the whole table,
so to speak.
1.. •
A "GRAVE"
STATEMENT.
The Startling Story Publ.
lished In Denver.
Claim Made sThat Dr. Grates
Did Not Die in Him Cell,
And That the Grave Which is Suppos-
ed te Centala Dr. Graves Is Pilled
By a Pine Log in a ( ems.
HE MAY STILL BE ALM,.
Special te the New tee
Denver, Colo, Oct. t -A leading
newspaper in this city to-dav oub-
lishes a slit-their Iftitie regardiag
the al leged =Wilde ot Dr. T.
-Thatcher
Graves, whose trial and oonvietioo of
the killing of Mrs. Josephine A. Bar-
naby, of Providence, It I., be mown.
of poisoned whisky has been so wide.
ly read.
This paper claims that Dr. (frame
is not dead. The suicide of the fa-
mous poisoner in the jail of this eity
was announced On the morning of
September 16th last. But the story
printed here to-day states that Chas.
J. Chandler, a wealthy citizen of
Thompson Center, Conn., arrived le
Denver Tuesday, in company with
Stepben Morse of the same town,
which Is tDr. Grave.' old home end
where the body is supposed to have
been buried. Them gentlemen are
quoted as stating positively that Dr.
Graves is not dead, that the casket
was opened at tbe grave fa Thompson
Center, where the body was shipped
for burial, against tbs protest of Mrs.
Grave., and found to contain a pine
log Instead of tile dead body, and
these gentlemen are given aa author-
ity for the statement that the app-
le:seed dead doctor is DOW enjoying hie
liberty in a foreign country.
A rumor bag been current here for
some time past that the body carried
front the cell in the oounte jail on
that Sunday morning was wax sad
uot the flesh of the alleged famous
poisoner, and that the trick had been
played in order to give tbe priaouer
his liberty and deceive tbe public,
and that the parties to the deception
were some high officials of a secret
organization.
This ru m or Wag et rengthened by
the fact that no one was allowed to
view the remains except the most in-
timete friends of the Graves family,
and also that Mrs. Graves refused to
allow the body to be embalmed be-
fore shipping it to Massachusetts, but
to-day is the first time the report has
appeared in print.
On the morning that Dr. Graves'
body Wag found ID his cell, be was
lot pposed to have oommitted suicide.
Among the many papers found ie hie
cell Was the follow log letter:
The Cor00.0, Of Peewee Cele.
DEAR. SIR. -Please do not hold an
autopeoou my remains. The °sues
of death may be teudered as follows:
"Died from persecution. Wora out.
Exhausted." Yours respectfully.
T. THATclicit GRAVES, M. D.
Denver, Colo., Aug. 9, MY&
Although States Attorney Stearns,
who proeecuted the case, stroogly
urged the authorities to bold an au-
topsy and critically investigate the
circunastances connected with the
prisoner's death, this was not done,
and many persons contended, among
tbem Mrs. Graves lied his attoraey,
Judge Macon, that Graves had uot
killed iblmself, but had beau killed
by persecution.
Tnere was no inquest held, no pest
mortem examination.
Mrs. Baruaby died April 19, 1891.
Graves was soon afterward arrested.
His trial for murder took plaoe tn
Denver, and be a as convicted and
sentenced to hang on Jan. 2, 1891.
But his ease was reviewed by the Col-
orado Supreme Court and a new trial
ordered. It was while waiting for his
second trial that the prisoner was
found dead in his c,11.
Silver in Congress.
From Harpee• Weekly.
The movement for the restoration
of silver as a money metal began in
this country with the passage of the
Blaud free coinage bill, which after
amendment secured by Mr. Allis**
in the Senate, beceme a law in Feb-
ruary, 1878. Mr. Bland did notorigl-
nate the silver movement, foie the
question of coinage was universal in
the latter seventies. While his bill
was under discussion continental
Europe was adoptiog the geld stan-
dard. le 1170 Great Britain was the
only gold-standard country In the
world by law. The Untied States
was practically a gold-standard
eountry, for the silver dollar, befog
undervalued, did not circulate. In
1871 Germany adopted the gold stan-
dard, aud practleally thiew her old
silver coins on the market in th•
form of bullion. Holland followed
Me 1873, the Latin Union In 1879, and
Spain in 187e.
The immediate reason for this
movement was the depreciation of
silver. Silver had fallen, Ly roasters
of the discovery of the great A uteri-
eau silver ellinele from 6115d. per
ounce in Is63, to relied. in 11173, when
she demonetization act was passed.
By le77 it was down to 54 13 16J., stet
the mine-owners began to fear that
they would lose the great profits
which had made the most of then
multi-millionairee.
Mr. Bland Was simply a meanie an
instrument, through which the mine
owners worked. When the act of
1878 was passed. John P. Jones was
completing his first term as Senator
f rom N evads. His premien% col-
league, William AL Stewart, wee nol
then a member of the Senate. H•
had served in that body from 1864 to
1s75. He was elected again in 16,67.
In the other years other silver king.
had occupied the seat ; for this pock-
et-boroug'1, Nevado, is always repro-
•ented In the Senate by men who
dwell In San Francisco, but who own
the mines that make her greatest and
practically h•r only resource.
Teachers Attention!
The Teseliers' Aseociation will meet
at Fruit Hill November 4th. A full
attendaue• is desired.
46, 
Prison Improvements.
Extensive improvements will be
made on the coutity jail, and work Ies
Oils end wit! begin at once. Thine
weedeu cells which have been l• r
for several years will be taken eels
and iron ones put in. A system of
mwerage will be built ere' numerous
other improvements me, v.
se
erf'
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-If its right to stop the silver bul-
lion purchame at all, it's right to stop
It now. What's right should be done
at once; what's not right thou d not
be done at all.
The conduct of young Fair, the son
of the boafnza King and ex-I-tilted
States Senator, who married a courte-
san in San Francisco a few days ago,
shows that money is a curse to a man
without brains.
Jastice Field began his thirty-first
year on the United States Supreme
Court bench with the present term.
This record has been surpassed only
once in the history of the country,
and has been equaled only four
times.
Cables announce that the political
situation in Nicaragua is critical Just
now. This announoement as to all
Spanish-American countries might
be kept standing in all the papers
twelve months every year and be
true all the time.
To hear Senator Parer talk about
courage. one would hardly take him
to be a man who would stand up and
allow himself to be slapped in the
face without resenting the insult, yet
Ibis Is just exactly what Senator Pet-
rel: did at Clarksville Tenn , a good
many years ago.
The seven members of the Woman's
Christian Temperance Union, who
made the rounds of Chicago's "gilded
palaces of sin," were shocked, they
say. They must have run up against
a dynamo somewhere in their rounds,
ae nothing short of electricity, and a
powerful current of it at that, would
shook a Chicago woman.
Treasurer Hale, acting for the State,
has purchased of the Masoa & Foard
Company the shop plant In the
Frankfort penitentiary to be used as
a chair factory. The transfer to the
State will be made at once. and In a
short times large number of con•icts
will be put to work and thus lessen in
some measure the expense to which
the State has recently been for their
keeping.
Ills a eight for gods and men to see
McKinley and Foster on the stump
talking finance. McKinley only a
short time ago demonstrated to the
country by his failure in businees
that he is incompetent to handle
money matters, and Foster showed
by his failure that he was too big a
scoundrel to be trusted in financial
affairs. A pretty pair of financiers
those be.
The public has for sometime
thought that Oscar Wilde was an ass,
but it seems from doctrines he is ad-
vocating that, he is a lunatic. He has
constituted himself the apoetle of a
gospel of filth. As the New York
Hera' puts Its. "It impudently as-
serts that a soul should make the ac-
quaintance of sinful pleasures in or-
der to reach a high spiritual level;
that lust and even crime are a God-
ordained gymnasium in which the
large-hearted man may become ro-
bust and morally muscular; that the
deeper one has sunk in vice the more
he would appreciate virtue; that it is
a high and solemn duty to explore
the hell of a depraved life in order to
get a tine estimate of the value of
heaven."
Charles A. Dana, of the New York
Sun, in his recent address on jour-
nalism at the Union College paid the
following tribute to the Bible from
the standpoint of his own profession:
"Tnere are some books that are hide-
spensable to the kind of education
that we are contemplating, and to the
profession that we are considering,
and of all these the moot indispesaole,
the most useful, the one whose
knowledge is most 'effective, is the
Bible. There Is no book from which
more valuable lessons can be learned.
I am considering it now, not as a re-
ligious beak, but as a manual utility,
of professional preparation and pro-
fessional use for a journalist. There
Is perhaps no book whose style is
more suggestive and more instruct-
ive from which you learn more di-
rectly that sublime simplicity which
never exaggerates; which recounts
the greatest event with solemnity, of
course, but without sentimentality or
affectation, none which you open
with such confidence and lay down
with such reverence; there is no book
like the Bible. When you get into a
eontroversy and want exactly the
right answer, when you are looking
for an expression, what is there that
stelae a dispute like a verse from the
BMW? What is it that sets up the
right principle for you, which pleads
ter policy, for a cause, so much as the
the right passage of holy scripture."
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India doesn't intend to be out-done
by the United States; she is now on
the verge of • panic.
The largest expense of married life
Is frequently caused by the little
ones, remarks the Lswell Courier.
Democrats, you have only to do
your duty at the polls on the 7th of
November and the enemy is yours.
If Teller. Stewart and Jones would
leave their speeches to print, a long-
suffering country would thank them.
Having more money than braille,
young Mr. Drexel has retired from
business to eiljoy the pleasured of
society.
The Senate should prepare for the
next crisis in advance by so changing
the rules as to make the majority
rule sure.
Democrats, don't stray off after
false gods; vote your ticket straight,
remembering that what is not D est-
oratic is dangerous.
Wauder if the Baltimore men v ho
gees on chloroform sprees as as
mu ill fun as the Gee get luau who
gets u.s cal oil jege?
The Pullman Company's excess of
revolue for the past year is more than
st000,oco. It ought to be-they pull
every man they can.
It 3 ou are a Democrat, and hive
Lb. interest of your party at heart ou
will get out suit huole for Howe ii
arei C on Nov 7
The rti *Ier eeeker will be thsue-
ful *lieu the Senate in done w kb the
silver question, so CI over Sall turn
his attention to the etill 1i. The sail
has been • long ne.
The silver Senators have at last
come to their senses. Tney eheuld
have follevred Cerliale at first. He is
not much of a D mocrat who minute
futiow where Chartism leads,
S iniebody counted 2C0 men who
dropped out of the theater at Charles-
ton, S. C., the other night "to see a
man." Gov.Tiliman's new "Palmet-
to" brand is exceedingly popular.
With an increased Government tax
on drinks the fried oyster and the
hard-boiled egg wou'd be things of
the past. This would be another
blow struck at-trade by our soious.
That the jawbone of an ass is not as
dewily an instrument as ills reputed
to have been, on one oelebratad occa-
sion is shown by the feat that in spite
of its vigorous and constant use by
the silver forces the repealers still
live.
With a net profit during the fiscal
year just ended of $4,000,000 it looks
like the Pullman Palace Co. should
pay its own porters, but it doesn't.
After the company bleeds the travel-
er all it can, these voracious gentry
get the rem of his pile.
Democrats, don't stay away front
the polls on election day and allow
Howell and Campbell to be defeated
and then "cuss" because Christian
county is not repreeented in the Leg-
islature. Vote, and see that every
Democrat near you votes.
Within the last few days David
Bennett Hill hasdisplayed more back-
bone and more ability than the coun-
try ever gave him credit for possess-
ing. He is measuring up to his op-
portunities. The Silver Gollah had
better beware of David.
Many of the Democratic Senators
who are now assisting in blocking the
wheels of the legislative mill will,
ire long, be denouncing the Repub-
licans for attempting to prevent the
',image of • tariff reform bill. The
politician is a strange animal.
The New York World thinks that
Ills necessary for the protection of
the lives of the travelling public to
strap a railroad president on the
locomotive and a dividend-fattened
director on the rear end of the train.
Human life is getting too cheap.
The Republicans were glad ef an
opportunity to confirm the nomina-
tion of Van Alen. l'hey wanted a
stand-off for the Wanamaker affair.
The two parties are new "horse and
horse" on this kind of business, and
Grover will have another chance to
throw before the Republicans will.
Col. Christopher Columbus mnd
Maj. Americus Vespatins would open
their eyes very wide if they could just
see some or the wonderful sailing
done in crossing the "puddle" by the
Campania, City of Paris and others.
Five days, thirteen hours and thirty-
nine minutes is theCampania's latest
time in craning the Atlantic.
The silver Senators having giveu
up the tight, the Sherman law will be
repealed on Saturday evening or at
the session on Monday. The House
will have a conference committee on
hand and it will then take only a
short time to make the Sherman law
a thing of the past. Congress will
then adjourn until December.
The St. Louis Post-Dispatch says
that a Nebraska back wrecker who
had been found guilty and sentenced
to the penitentiary for five years, has
been allowed to wander about in
Omaha, go to the theaters, live high
and spend his •ictitne' money pro
timely. He is rich, however, which
makes all the d:fference in the world,
for the man with the money seems
to have a license or privilege to do
many things which poor men with
nothing but plain rights may not do.
On the tariff question, the Indian-
apolis News says: "Our protectionist
friends say, put a high enough tariff
on a thing, and instead of an increase
of price of the corresponding thing
made in this country resulting, as
people iguora nk, the price
begins to go down for some mysteri-
ous reason, at the same time, the
wages of the men engaged in it.. man-
ufacture begin mysteriously to go up.
And with lower prices for the prod-
uct and higher wages for labor, the
prosperity of till masters grows
greater! It really /toes seem too good
to be true, and we suspect it is."
The recently mulcted suffrage law
in Belgium is a strange plecie of legis-
lation. It is Airtshelliig experiment.
The law gives a vote to every male
citizen who had reached the age of
twenty-five. A married man who
pays .tales, or a tax-paying bachelor
of thirty-five, is entitled to an extra
vote. A third vote is given to a
citizen of independent means, poss-
essing a certificate of high education,
or who holds or has held a public
office of a certain rank. It is believed
that every husband will place his
extra vote at the disposal of his wife
thus indirectly giving her tl_e elective
franchise. Under the new consti-
tution the number of votes in Bel-
gium will increase from 150,000 to
1,200,000.
They say that Bill Howell is wiping
the earth up with the good Judge
Laudes.
One trouble about • compromise is
that the Pre-rodent dues not favor it.
He dots not like the idea of surrend-
eriug to a beaten foe.
For ono* in his life the German
Emperor has deue the right thing.
He had a tioral,tribute laid on the
oufflu of Marshal Metall thou.
The rumor that Attorney General
Olney is to resign and that Hon. W.
E. Russell, governor of Massachusetts
is to succeed him is almost too good
to be true.
If the Senators bad been elected by
a popular vote it Is safe to say that
there would have been some action
taken on the silver purchase repeal
long ere this. As it is they are elect-
ed by Legislatures which in many
instances they have purchased and as
a consequence they do not fell re-
sponsible to anyone.
The premium ass of the• year C the
Pennsylvania G. A. R , man who ai
the World's Fair tore down a Court-d-
er-4e 11 ig that bail been plamel as ii
relic over a locomotive which had
hetet used by Union soldiers in et-
istroylug Confederate bridges and
railroads. As nobody plaid much at-
tention to the act, however, the fellow
Is now busy advertising it himself, in
order to raise his standing iii th
Grand Army of the Republic.
hief Justice Bennett a few days
ago delivered an opinion in the Ken
tuelry Court of Appeals, reversing the
decision of the lower court in t lie
else of the Commonweal in vs. U. W.
Murphy, indicted for giving away
liquer on election cley. at night, and
the Circuit Judge ordered his se
quittal. Judge Bennett holds that
the law sty. int.xicatiut lepiore
must not be sold, loaned or given away
on election day; day being Construed
to mean the whole twenty-four hours.
If by your failure to vote, Howell
and Campbell should be defeated you
will regret it when the Legislature
begins te make laws under which you
most ilve, but in the framing of which
you will have no voice because your
county is practically unrepresented-
Republican representation being no
representation at all. That famous
feline that was reputed to have been
in hsdes without claws could not
have been more helpless than Judge
Lendes and Morgan would tie in
Kentucky's Democratic Legislature.
If you want anything doue send
Democrats, and it Will be done; oth-
erwise, send Republicans.
Government control of reilroads
does not pay or else Tennessee and
Georgia would operate the lines in
which they are. interested. Tennes-
see owns a considerable portion of
the line operated by the Nashville,
Chattanooga and St. Louis Railroad
Company, which has postponed the
declaration of its November dividend
until February next, is State proper-
ty. The Western and Atlantic road
from Chattanooga to Atlanta was
built by the State of Georgia about
50 years ago and is still owned by the
State, although now operated ty the
Nashville, Chattanooga and St. Lonic
Company. The lease, which still has
26 years to rue, adds $420,000 a year
to the State's income.
Oue curious effect of the hard times
has been to diminish the revenues of
the post office department so much
that a deficit of from $8,000,000
is looked for. The usual amount
that Uncle Sam is out through his
mall service is something like $4,000,-
000. Hundreds of houses have failed
or gone out of busineee, and that
stopped thousands of letters. It is
not not likely that private individ-
uals have left off their letter writing
sufficiently to cause a drop of millions
In the post office revenues. This,
however, has happened in the case of
private individuals-they have left
off subscribing to newspapers and
magatines by the thousand, so that
the decrease In the earnings of sec-
ond class postal matter is very
marked.
Senator Hill was quick to see and
grasp the chance for a reform move-
ment in the Senate which would ac
cord with popular sentiment and the
logic of the situation. He fully real-
izes his opportunities and like the
shrewd politician he IN he intends to
make the most out of them. Iu his
Brooklyn speech the Senator outlined
his course and Isid down the follow-
ing platform: "For one, I am in
favor of heroic action, and advocate
a resolute effort to establish forever
the sacred principle that a majority
must be permitted to rule in the
United States Senate, as well as in
every other legislative body in the
country. No matter what nifty be
the outcome of the present struggle,
the necessity of a change in the Sen-
ate rules has beets abundantly dem-
onstrated. I promise you that the
efforts of a chaage will be continued,
irrespective of the fate of the preseut
bill."
As soon as women began to vote,
held effices and imitate men in their
dress, w• knew that they would not
be willing to stop there. We had
thought that white capping was •
line of business in which the stronger
sex, we won't say men, had teo com-
petition, but alas we were mistaken,
for the remarkable report comes from
Oeceols, Neb., that the Woman's
Christian Temperance Association or-
ganized itself Into a White Cap socie-
ty for the purpose of chastising sev-
eral resident young women whose
reputations are not good. On the
night of the 21st lest, these female
White Caps entrapped their victims
by decoy lug them out of their houses
and, according to the best informa-
tion, one of the victims was ti iggeei
into insensibility, while two others
escaped with their eh thing tern from
their persons and somewhat bruised.
The American Protective Associa-
tion is an enemy to society, and to
our principles of government. Its
only motive is to gain political power
by working on the prejudices of the
people, as is shown by the fact that
it requires its members. to take upon
themselves an obligation to vote
against every candidate for office who
is communicant of the Roman
Usthoilc church, under the pretense
that the institutions of this country
are in danger from Bee growth of that
Church and that organization of Pro-
testants is necessary to stay the pro-
gress of Catholicism. The mind that
originated the idea of forming the
American Protective Association is
as narrow as the spirit that prompt-
ed it. It is simply the old Know
Nothing party under another name.
It is the work of deruagoges who hope
to ride into; office by stirring
up one brauch of the followers of the
week end lowly Nexerene against
another. In the end it will fail, as
all such movements have failed In
the past. It is gratifying to obeeree
that the Protestant clergy are taking
positive action In repudiation of this
society. The Protestant • ministers
association of Columbus, 0 , where
the organization is thought to be very
strong, have unanimously palmed re-
eolution condernitieg the organixte
Lion as an tetra*, to Protestautlien, to
smiety and the Christian religon.
The Rev. Alexauder Milne, one of the
seigers of the resolutions, clearly and
vigorously el 'thirsted the views of
the gingers in a sermon preached
against the A. P. A.
Free Railroad Fare.
Cut this notice out of the New
ERA and bring it with you when you
come to the Ilagey Institute of Bowl-
ing Green, to be cured of the liquoa
or morphine habit, and we will re-
fund your railroad fsre. We guaran-
tee a cure In every case.
II eelltY INSTITUTE,
Howling Green Ky.
In Memoriam.
Visee-M4r3 • little dtdenter of
Mr. and Mrs. J R. King, aged
twenty-one months and three days.
The teem Reaper has again visited
their Iloilo., all taken from their
bosom as lovely a fl over as ever
bloomed on earth. Little Mary was
it child f imeute hi perfect mold, aud
the doll of I Cr 110111e. But death is
no respecter of person-, and claimed
her for hie o rue Tue little one Web
isiandieg in the door, late lu the
t venine, ..ret seeing her absent papa
relisruung, elle rail to meet ti
Taking tier iii ills aimi lie kissed te r
again and ag Ail, thought he had
never seen her .o beautiful\ before.
tie g ye her a roll of cenelyeeeet her
(low'', told her where to run'to be
out of (tenger a hilt+ :he wetered the
horse. T;te horse became frights-tleti
while enteriug the gate, ran b-cle
ward., anti ideppitig ou little Mar)'.
head it tl.uteti a inartal wouud.
The lime eutterer was never hesrd
to complain but once and that was
while sonic surgical operationeewere
being performed, when else cried in
the must heart-rendering tones for
"warns," she seemed to know in her
baby way that mama was the ouly
one to soothe all aches and pains.
She lingered from five ()clock, Oct.
2nd to six o'ctock, Oct. 7th, when the
silver chord was loosed, and the
golden bowl was broken, and her
spirit winged its way back to the
God who gave it. I would say to you
dear parents, weep not for your little
one who has
'(lone to that dreamless land.
Front earth- lite riven,
Gone to a parer world,
Asleep is Heaven."
Where her spirit will bask In a
Saviour's love, who has said, "suffer
iittle children to come unto Me, and
forbid them not, for of such is the
kingdom of Heaven." Think not
dear little brothers, of your little
sister's cold form that now lies moul-
dering in the tomb, but of her little
angel spirit that's walking the streets
of the City Immortal, to you little
brother Clyde, as you stood over her
cold form crying for her to come
beck to you, she cannot come to 3 ou,
but you can go to tier, and rest with
that Good Being that once walked
the earth with wen; healing the sick,
raising the dead, "treading the wine
press alone," winging His way back
to mansions not made with hands.
Who wipee the bitter tear-drop
From sorrow's weary eye,
Who charms away the shadows
That on sad foreheads lie,
Who holds for every creature.
However poor and low,
A love and charity-OM ich burns
Like watoh.nres on her brow.
Oh. God will richly blew her.
Acid make her heart &shrine,
Where, in one wave of endless peace.
He'll pour this glft divine!
The angel with the Golden Book
libel write her name an blest.
And, by and by. ber home shall be
The Citadel of Rest.
M. R.11.
LIFE IS MISERY
To many people who have the taint
of scrofula in their blood. The agon-
ies caused by the dreadful ruuning
norm and other manifestations of this
disease are beyond derma iption. There
is no other remedy equal to Hood's
Sarsaparilla for scrofula, salt rheum
and every forte of the blood disease.
It is reasonably sure to beat fit all
who give it a fair trial.
Hood's Pills cure all liver ills.
• The largest expenee or married life
is fr. duently caused by the little ones.
AS TO CHINESE.
Consular Certificates That They Are
Merchants 11111 Not be Accepted.
-peel...I to tlo. New Ira.
Washington, Oct. 23.-In reply to a
complaint of the Chinese Minister in
Washington Mr. Yang Yu, of the
State Department, has made repre-
sentations which indicate that the
l:uited States will not accept consu-
lar certificates as conclusive evidence
that the Chinese subjects presenting
them are merchants or artists, and
therefore entitled to adalission to
this country. Recently in New York
at the instance of Chinese Inspector
Scharf, two Chinese who presented
certificates from the CODSUI at Hava-
na that they were actor., and not
amenable: to the restriction imposed
on laborers under the law, were re-
faced a landing.
Inspector Hefted insisted that the
men were laborers, and their certifi-
cates fraudulent. The detained Chi-
nese took the matter into court, where
it is still pending under writs of ha-
beas corpus, and further made com-
plaint to the Mluieter, who brought
the matter to the attention of the
State Department.
Secretary Greitliam called on Sec-
retary Carlisle for inforuiatiou and
received a copy of Inspector Selma's,
report, with an intimation that the
Inspector, In the opinion of the Trea-
sury authorities, was acting in the
line of his duty and seemed not to
have exceeded his adthority in the
premises. Secretary Gresham ac-
cordingly has transmitted this infor-
mation to the Chinese Minister. The
Treasury Department's stand on the
question is still further emphasized
by Attorney General Olney, who has
directed the United States District
Attorney at New York to prosecute
the cases on which the Chinese Min-
ister's protest was based. Mr. Olney
gave this direction at the request of
Secretary Carlisle.
Karl's Clover Root, tne new Blood
Purifier, gives freshness amid clear-
ness to the complexion and cures
Constipation. 25o, 50c. and $1.00.
Sold by Wyly dr Burnett.
IPPRICES
Baking
Powder
The only Pure Cream of Tartar Powder.-No Ammonia; No Alum.
tsed in Millions Homes-4o Y•zari 11,* Standari
PLEASANT TO Till.: TA STA',
pleasant in the taking, piese
ant in thew acts••1---trUL une I
rnalod in thea r •ulta That
fairly ilrecrilee Dr. Pierre's
I'learant l'elleta. In every '
ale-order of the ha er, ab atineb,. Tlie Accident
and bonels, tLe) to% e a hiding
cure
For I411..iisioso, Jaundice,
Intligestien, Conatilation, Diz-
ziness, their St. at ,ach, and
Sick or bilious 11611116ebee,
they are the matins, remedy.
They're tiny. sugar a"sled
granules, scarcely larger than
matador-al seethe-- a 4, diii,ou lid of
refined and concentrnted vegetable estracte
Put up in sealed vials, always fresh and re-
liable; • convemetit vest-pooket remedy.
They're ,,,,,tranf red to give mat bgailtou, in
every cane, or your money is returned.
UN FORT UN A 1 E.
Any experimenting with Catarrh In the
Rand is danger. "is Serious trouble* result
from its belog driven to the throat and lureo,.
Dr. :-;age's Catarrh Remedy, by its mild,
soothing, cleansing, and healing properties,
sompletely and permanently rwrex the very
worst oases. Its proprieturs ufter Vaal re-
ward tor say incurable mos.
UNVEILED.
linposingCeremonies
At Clarksville.
CONFEDERATE HI,
The Monument to the Con-
federate Dead ,Was
Dedicated In the Presence of
More Than File Thousand
People.
.4 Day That Will Long Be Re-
membered by the People of
Clarksi ille and Mont-
gomery County.
The tit-veiling of the monument
commemorative of the Confederate
dead, which took place Wednes-
day at Clarksville, was a complete
success in every respect, and our sis-
ter city is to be congratulated upon
having established a magnificent
shaft which with its figures commem-
orating the three arms of the Per•ice,
infantry, cavalry and artillery, will
pass down to generations yet unborn
the glory and the grandeur of the
Southern soldier.
The day was most auspicious and
Clarksville was crowded with visitors
who came to honor the dead and the
cause in which they died. The red,
white arid blue was everywhere dis-
pla3 ed. The badge denoting the
Confederate veteran was seen on ev-
ery hand, for no county in the old
volunteer State furnished a larger
number of soldiers In proportion to
population than did the county of
Montgomery. There were many
empty sleeve., and many whese
halting walk and ghastly scars told
that they had been in the forefront
of strife, where bombs were bursting
low and mlunie ball cut the air,
where bayunets claehed together in
the deadly breast to breast struggle
It was Confederate day; theme men
came as old Confederates, with rio
excuses to offer and no apologies to
make, for their conduct present or
past.
The procession was formed at 1
o'clock and marched to Greenwood
Cemetery. It was fully a wile in
length and consisted of the City
Couucil, honored guests, bands, vis-
iting and local militia, the local and
visiting Bivouacs of Confederate Ve-
terans, schools, float., etc. A hand-
somely decorated speakers stand and
seats for the crowd had been erected
Id trout of the monumete, which
towered sixty feet above. Not less
than 4000 people faced the speakers'
stand. The ceremonies were opened
by an eloquent prayer from Dr. Sum-
they, Chancellor of the University;
after which • the choir sang "Tenting
on the Old Camp Ground." Hon. D.
S. N. Kennedy, master of ceremo-
nies, then came forward and gave a
short history of the movement which
culminated in the building of the
monument ; when lie concluded little
!lope hiracey, daughter of Mr. J. F.
Uracey, drew the cords and the red
and white bunting which enveloped
the two lift -sic figures at the
base of the shaft fell back. Tim cord
which was to draw the covering from
the braze statute ou the summit, uri-
fortunately broke ana the figure re-
m•Med shrouded until near the close
of the exercises and until the.band
struck up "Dixie," then a cheer went
up from the crowd and the covering,
as if by volition, fell down and re-
vealed the heroic figure of the in-
fantryman standing at "parade rest.'s
This incident Wee much commented
upon.
The orator of the day, Hou. J. F.
Wilson, of Gallatin, Tenn , was pi-b-
row atteuding by the Mimes
of his wife, and notified the commit-
tee only that morning and a change
of program was made necessary at
the last minute by this unfortunate
incident.
After singing by the choir Mr. Gil-
mer M. Bell, of this place, was intro-
duced by Mr. Kennedy, who said he
would speak &stile son of aCouteder-
ate veteran. Mr. Bell, although
wholly unprepared, delivered an ap•
propriate impromptu, address which
showed that notwithstanding he
comes of a generation which haa
grown up since the war, be feels that
in common with the young men of
the South lie has received a heritage
in thus glory of the Southern soldier
and urged upon them bever to let the
memory of their schievenientis perish
from the earth.
Dr. Butler Rept, of Clarksville, a
veteran, theu made an address which
'stirred the hearts of the old soldiers
like the blast of a triunipet. He
was followed in • few well chosen
words by Col. I'. P. Pickard. The
most stirring feature of the cersimo
nies was the tiefolding of two regi-
meutal batilt11 tgw, that of the 50th
Tenn. and another Tenneeeee Itegi-
in•-nt. They were old and faded, bul-
let (marred and rent, but when the
wind., 'shook out their folds and show-
ed the stars and bars, that had flash-
ed so often in the forefront of victory
the frame of many of the rugged vet-
erans shook with emotion arid tears
rolled down their cheek*.
Fun.
The attraction to be presented at
the Opera House in this city next
Saturday night, is the comedy suc-
cess '•Yetb." The piece is full of good,
hearty laughs from beginning to end,
and is replete with singing and danc-
ing specialties. There is not one dull
moment during the entire evening.
Besides the comedy and specialties
there are introduced special new and
original scenic and mechanical ef-
fects. There is not ens Old, worn out
feature introduced imu "Zeb," and a
good evening's enjoyment is in store
for those who enjoy a good laugh.
The wife, the husband, and the
children will all be delighted with C.
C. C.-Certain Chill Curs-ter chills
and fever. No cure! N p .v. Pleam
ant to take. Prioe, tio e• 'its a hot-
tie. Sold by R C Hard* • S.
Whirl! Oven r red
at ClarkNiille Vesterda)
Art4.1'1104/11.
On tt.count of the Pre-mature Dis-
charge of a minim, John Weleier
11 ill tro flirter:A Life 11 ithout
Ili. Mehl 1141441.
A (temper wee thrown over the
large ern wti at I ireee wood e-mu«tery
at Clarksville W. thi'day afternoon by
the premature discharge of a cannon
by which John Webber, of Battery
A, Waeliingtou Light Artillery, of
Naeliville, was badly hurt sass the
at iele. I: was on the pro-
gram to fire thirteen salutes after the
ceremonies were over. One had been
fired and the eanuon wss being charg-
ed for ti e se cend. Webber was act-
ing No. 1 hi tide work and Was ram-
ming the cannon. The .penge on the
end of the rann wits dry, and possibly
Contained a spark ii tire. He had
rammed I lie tonwder doeie, and was
Melia ing to one side with him hand on
I he raisin/. r. There Was an ex plo
pion mid Webbet's right hand Was
completely blown oil bet weeti t he
wrist end elbow. It was pinked up
ley a et mpanion and wrepptil in a
ininiikerchief The ram vent 'sever-
al hundred yardw from the cannot] by
the force of the explosion. Physi-
cians, who were on the spot, gave as-
sistance end the wounded man was
son put into a hack and carried lo
the city under meets y emeort. Every-
thing possible is behig dune for him.
W. C. Bell, of the came ci nipany,
was acting No. 2 and was standing
near the cannon wir..n the explosion
came, arid wsit (en) lerebly burned.
Gunner Will Q's sr' w. s also stand-
ing at the butt .' i .in. lie was
badly burned e. it the face and
head, his eye 'e. _ almost blown
out. Had the etc, inn come a few
seconds sooner Wet uer would have
been inatantly
When Kali*, gave her Camorla.
When alie was a Child, Ake • i for (aptoria
When she became Alm On? e..ing to (Moor-is,
When she had Chit, leen_ pee tepee them CaA..eta.
James Andrew Demaree
Is Dead.
Serena to the New Ira.
Louisville, Ky., Wt. 24 -A useful
and honorable life was meted this
morning a lieu the hand of death
was laid upon James Andrew D m a-
ree, the founder cud Grand
Reporter of the order of Knights of
Honor. His death, which was unex-
pected occurred at hi+ borne in this
city at 6 o'clock this morning after
having been III only three hours,
was due to a hemorrhage of the atom
a-h. He pearled away surrounded by
hie wife acid tour children. Mr
Demaree arid sixteen of Isis friends
founded the order of Knights
of Honor in the city of Lou-
isville on June Ii 30th 1873,
since which time its growth has been
remarkably rapid. He had been
Grand Reporter of the Supreme
Lodge el, Kentucky since 1875. De-
ceased was forty-one years of age.
HOW NICE
MIPS 11011e is looking, Addle. Yes,
Lama. Why, only a sear ago her Nee
Was completely covered with pm
tiles. blotches and serer. She told
mother that slue owes her nice, elsy•r,
complexion to her tieing Sulphur
Haters. Well, Laura, I shall try
KNOWLEDGE
Brings comfort and improvement And
tends to penemal enjt.y went when
rightly used. 'The many, who live bet-
ter than others and enjey life more, wit]
lesa expenditure, by morc promptly
adapting the world's best products
the needs of physical being, will attest
the value to health of the pure liquid
laxative principle-8 embrseed in the
remedy, Syrup of nem
Its excellence is due to its presenting
in the form moist acceptable and pleas-
ant to the taste,  the refreshing and truly
beneficial properties of a perfect lax-
ative; effectually cleansing the system.
dispelling colds, headaches and fevers
and permanently curing constipation
It has given satisfaction to millions and
met with the approval of the medical
profession, because it acts on the Kid-
neys, Liver and Bowels without weak-
ening them and it is perfectly free from
every objectionable substance.
Syrup of Figs is for sale by all drug-
giste in 50c and $1 bottles, but it is man-
ufactured by the California Fig Syrup
Co. only, whose name is printed on everj
package, also the name, Syrup of Figs
and being well infornied,_you will not
aacept any /substitute if offered.
Hood'suPsCures
Mrs. David N. Ifttoter
of Shanleyton, Va. was a sufferer with stomach
trouble. At times tahe was In severe pain and
great misery. Piercing pains mould seize her
in the rid'. side and at tine's shoot from
the hip SO the breast. !lie also suffered chills
In the ho, y and limbs. l'hysh I ins failed to
diagnose the case and uhaitchies Lilted to cure.
Hood's Sarsaparilla
quick iy brought about a ehange and the result
has been • Perfect rvitoratum to health.
Hood,* Pills act easily, yet promptly and
trhelehtly. oa the liver and bowels. 2t•e.
TAKE
THE
BE ST
$5rts.,
Meta. and
$1.00 Bottle.
One cent • dose.
THIS Gicaa2 Co04711 Culla prom y Germ
where all others fail, Coughs. Croup, Sera
Throat, lloanteness, Whooping Cough snd
Asthma. For Consumption it has DO rival;
has cured thousands, and will mai Ion If
taken in time. Sold by Druggists on a guar-
antee. For a Lame Back or Chest, use
SHILOH'S BELLADONNA PLA8TER-2W.
ILOR'S CATARRH
REMEDY.
illifavet•qt Catarrh r This retaePly is rowan.
teed to cure vou. Price SUM& Intcs-.or free.
TABLER'S pi
BUCKEYELL._
+OINTMENT
CURES NOTHING BUT PILES.
A SURE and CERTAIN CURS
known for 15 years as the BEST
REMEDY FOR PILES.
Propseed by IIICTIAILONI iEDCiii CC. trr. 1011111.
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Ter,rucl!.
PROF CHAS. LAYNE;
OF ATLANTA.
FRIDAY NIGHT.
OCT.27th.
SUBJECT ''Analysis of:
thit
of thoughtintensely
Laugh er"
utiihubmacokrobtisoii.e
Christian Circuit Court:
Anna E. Bronaugh, Plaiutiff A
h:oillily.
W . T. Bronhugh. Ihrfendant.
Notice is he,eby given that the aliov• nam
esi d eperkruwatilasiht cawowirttli;h,-edir,syj salliet pc, i t n itraiL.;i nivapa e yl•e ingt
the eourt to enipower the said .‘nn• , es-
miaiigh to mike contraetri. *tie and b. sued mud
trade In her own name it,. • tail were • .Ingle
woman,. and ale/ to Ilse, en 10,15 -ell and tile-
poee of all her proved, real. perennial and
Mixed. Now owned in hAr or which Pile may
hereafter acquire from the debts. contracts
nian.gerne t or control of lier said
busnand by deed or will, and in all reverie to
m•nage and control her property api if she
w, "ale and nun' tarried woman. And I
hereby destgit.ate the Hopktnavtl le New Eit•
a mutable newspaper to publish this notice for
LV:i ;•lta•yitths. , 144. Attest J. M
clerk of Said court.
Wiaratz& Attasswoarit
Attorues a Mr Potato°.
Take The
7:111C11
-The Fuvcrite Line To-
tal 131C 3C •CO C3g. CO
And all points in the OItTII and
NORTHWEST.
Remember this line has two elegant
trains daily between Atlanta
and Chicago.
Ne. 6. No. ft
I v. A itantc W & A lo:Sti a m S:20 p in
hattalsooga .c.
s st. I. 300 p in I :07 rn
" Neat. vile. I. & N. 7:21. cm 6:S., a n.
Eva .iv is, E. A
T 11. 1.20 a m p m
" Ten., liut. e.0 &
k I 4 a 441 p in
Arrive ta:47 smis 5:44 p iii
Tr ill 'Chicago .gt Atlanta 1.1mItsl."
is •a. I. 1 \ e_,L1 1,4114/ train with Pullman Sleep-
ers v .aehre .t dining ear ia a,,Nened
to' he train t enabling the pritae.n-
gers to ',et their break enrotite. 1 Ida
train 141444. OAS t ttrough sleepers from .lact son-
Ville, and Meniphla, Tenn. to Cliteago
Train No 5. "W are F,str Special," runs
mond between Al lanta and. hi aro. and Is
equipped with elegant euldnan Pallor Buffet
Cara.
IS. I. Rogers, A. Palmer,
S. Pa.M. Agt., G. P. A , E. it T. lilt It.
C hat ta noogn, Tim. xeami.vile, in'!.
WORLD'S FAIR, CHICAGO.
( &)nset Avenue and Mb Street.Nom.. • Fireproof; 244.1..44w; near Lair
Onourbilb; baths on every
Amerteen and European mans.
=r' UAi-41 14'4BANCROFT: (r%. 
Voung 
Mothertii11
he
Jr. Ogee You a Remedy
$::$1ch Insures likipty to
Lg., 01 iltd ha- ar$d
MOTHERS MEC
Robs Coriffnewacnt of Its
Pain, llorror awl 
,4
p
4 
aip/ask. • ' i
.............•,.......i.n...,,..,„ C..C.I.-11.1•1.erl.li al r••11 In41 lilt,', l,11,an•i t.011 ,. •On that
1 .11.; ..i.oz, Lamar, Ho., Jan, 15th, Lid. 
1
cspreurfrtinrwhwrI,”If .. lot Iter'a Friend" i'
I.
ar'fia, ta II . scei-11711,!hir'coa tariST,P:Itiad, ersoaniriVF;.'1
13.14.1p1+ I ELIO 117.1-:GUL ATOLL CO..
ATLANTA. GA,
ito..-Litg &LL 1/11Co,.51321.
KARL%
X0011
esorice
Se Seaga • VT
T
FRESH-
-5 N EI
GIVES
S S 
"SD
CLEAR
SKIN.
C
OMPLEXION
St 
uRES •CONSTIPATION
BE
L'.roPeTal°c:
AUTIFIES C•'‘ 
iNDIGESTiOril DiZZtHESS
4ti 
.
SON.  THE SKIN
NOT CUR
An ainmeahle Iwzative and NERVE'rOBIC.
Sold by Druggists or sent by man. Stoellike
and $1.00 per package. Samples free.
ILO Net The Favorite Mil_
V for the TeetitandBrarkbak_
Act c,
reC71
d
,* ten
ipe,day • •
tarried i. _
-on_ tol . t,
merest, ec,
'
.ANNOUNCENENTS.
FOR THE LEGISLATURE,
Wears authorized to annottniAl
J. W. 1.11.E
As the eardo'ete of the Peoples Party b.
reprw• * • 11 n toiint n the 1A,Mer
lion of Toes-
LII
lii
III
tio
11111111•111111111ell 
assamo:zw= oniininameimammummaammommil
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Hard times is,thecry, and Cheap GJods eerybody waut.s. and I aani:pre;
pared to show the Trade the Prettiest Cheapest arid the moat com?lete
stock of Latest Novelties in Silks, Dress Goods, Dress Trimmings, No-
tions, Geuts' and Ladies' Furnishing Goods, Carpets, Oil Cloths, Linali-
urns, Gents' Boots and Shoes and a fine line of the Celebrated Stribient
Ladies. acid Miteses Fine Shoes. Al bought for Spit Cash and the Trade
is cordially invited to inspect my stock. I am very thankful to my many
friends for their liberal patronage in the past and hope to share a good
part of the same in the future. Respectfully,
1110710• M. JONES.
• 41
Gii112====.2.-=111:0111=1.1..0.1
THE RACKET CO.
'INCOR.POR.A.'I'MJJ)
THE GREAT DEP"f STORE
OF HOPKINSV1LLE, KY,
_We nave • one, he barges' Starrett In Kentucky WHO. kited. We have tWeWty
,er me, tea I filedelh roods fr• m our New 1 ore Hradqaartar.. Vie arie isimmog • plea
nosey things at fare on t he dollar of iheir actual v.Ine.
ALL OUR PRICES! OUR PLAN OF BUSINESS' OUR SYSTEM OUR
sUCCF:SS! C4411ill Be' Explained in a One Line Advertisement. WE
WILL NOT ASK TEN IF WE CAN SELL AT SEVEN.
ISHOE DICI 'T.
urea' P,ika.54
lieu's Br Imes 7A$
1.14411,s' fla. Billion NO!
*lei.', he! or Cong tale
t_hlidtens sho, • Is vn aSc ur.
elm a stare .12 1-2710:
Itoo's hAe2 DM:
B.by boor-. lie
rnoussnds f '-he. it TI to
75. per , air; under lt,g.i.ar
/ rice; we ,e I to goo s at
}termer Price.
GENTS' Fl RHISHINoS
Ilen'a Cr.ttw.n O„x 4 t n.
Mel',. WO )a$ s from lfei up
Men's Linen 4 ni,st . C,
Pap, r 6 el.ani 2 for lc
Underw• tar, the chew*
dr &WI large t As. I. In 'lie
city tri.. our ph w wt -
Cows. We tier hundreds
Of i.eo sat ha (vs tie.
HA f DErT.
New 11.sts reee ve I Writers%
d•I le from wane 'ore, .ale
at 40 to Ci e on the dollar.
See our Hat ii. pt.
TINWARE DEPT
Everytodv 'n Chri-lian Co.
can tel y u how cheap we
sell Tutu are, tie have *old
Th nevoid' of Buckets It $
na nth'.
lit UDWA RR :DEI"T.
ThoneviLds of articles at tall'
r. gluier it res.
a amp a lets Is
l'.4rpet Tacks he paper
Pad ork • le each.
Hasp. ite each
stem filleting le hos
R2ATlittiElt) itEpeT.
Every child n Hopktrapv,l'e
e or IP I ata,ui t .e ehrap Per -
Plitt, laid. t • di% to be I. alto at
the BACK ET, and we er•ut
no better adv erti• I ng than the
ebintreu N plsased e of-
r:
2:.2 Novel., 4c
Unabridged Pic-
t! ,r ai y
12 sheets hots Paper lc
Si Ez111(6•Opes
etatioDery at 1P114 than it
cost other merchants
HOSIERY & VINDERWEAR
Ladles' Deparent• ut
Lad IPS Mae Cotton ro
Lathe" is ow Cotton. good 7c
I', l's'
Ladies 110•41MtbUI li/C to itk•
hit•ses base be
Everythiss tweilesy fire=
Sc to he bast Hermaderff.
LAMES' ENDA !MIA K.
Our stock is oomplete
about half liege lar enema
L \LILA LI aff.S1 trarT.
L res at halt regular woes.
r..111411. 004101k 4e up
Towets, e Sr np
Le,y lee Tsbies Laura at Stack-
s-, I' Wee
towe's very clump
20rTIGS COUBrrzw.
el) Hair pins 2c
Agatei•uttous Sc Spada
Ina lc
,Neratl. s le
reitnteed ic
ittatOe utbere as& Is
for we sell at lc . w. are
Origtoat•ns of Lew Piles.
• colt/SET DEP'T.
Corsets tiros).
HANDKERCHIKY DgrT.
l-ses It up
I acti- P Sc up
'11-ns Sc
105) d see elk headier/seem& es
' aucti ii pricers,
We don't buy our goods regular; we do buy Job Lots: we will buy any-
thing from a needle to a Threehing machine if it is cheap enough and
there is a demand for them. NVe deal in Bargains; we don't want your
money unless you get value received. and anything not as represented, the
money will be refunded.F.verything marked in plunfiguremone price to alL
The Racket Co. (1„.)
J. P. BUGLER Mgr,
1 Grand MILLINERY Display!!("cm-. ILES tka tcs
ItV"My display if French Pattern Hats and Bon-
nets will embrace the styles for the fall and winter.
My stock is large and complete. I am daily receiv-
ing all the new novelties. I have an
Expert Trimmer from the East
which enables me to give you as good styles as you
can get in any city. My PRICES ARE 11111 LOW'S'',
1
and in keeping with the hard times. Remember place
and time!
MRS. ADA LAYNE,
COR. 9TH & MAIN.
(10. Dr mATTINGLY C.
DISTILLERS3
_
Kentucky SUNSHINE Whiskey,
AND WHOLESALE
 
pr.ALERS IN
ANHAUSER -BUSCH BEER
OWENBORn - KENTUCKY
HES AN ARTIST ominimmin
-AND SO lb-
gaconiadmOUR CUTTER
Ii you want to nee an elegant assort
meta of importedsluitings, vestingu and
panting" don't forget the
1c1Realks.113143 MECC.1.1.84.
Our workmen are of the very finest Artist and we re-
spectfully invite you to call and inspect ow NOBBY line
anti get prices that will astonish you, for the next 30 days,
Yours Truly,
-11T. TOBIN.
Robt Wooidridgre
LIVERY, FEED AND SALE STABLE
sTr NIKtt r'.'° le it i•-•.<
Bigg8r Values!
Bargains!
Lower prices!
Than anywhere else, are
t hings.yon always
get at
COX BROTHERS;
Come to us for your FALL OUTFIT of :CLOTHING, FURNISHINGS,
HATS, GLOV ES, TRL'N KS, tte. We will convince you of the above and
present von-Free-a rgae, Handsome solid C9 Fold.-in.g "Table, Book Memoir or Iviusic Racic. It
you absolutely nutbing-. We bionglit them to give to Our patrons
, and we
are going to do it.
COX BROS.,
-) Price, Fair Dealing, CASH Clothiers, Main Street.-
PgiiM rigp4 
wit•• ••••
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THE NEW ERA
--PUllt13MID It V-
FARMERS:-Gaither e. West will
  Guy oour wheat delivered at any eta-
- lion in the county. w12 Li.
V.. EN* Prentrng and Putrkshing t ri.
$1 A YEAR
•
-seared at tes Custodies is Hopitteavills aa
• • olio . It*
L'Imb Hose&
W. will furuish the Weekly NEW
Ewa andany of tte i ublicatiou
trained below at prices indicated:
'onamercial Gazette . . ... .. , $1.7u
u1) ly Louisville Post. ..... . . 5 10
Globe DernovraL.  1.75
chieago Nswit 1.1su
I. I.. 0 is Tw toe • Wood depablie I JO
C strier-Jourual ... .. .. .. . 1.10
Ciaciatiatl Knquirer  IMO
Century M &gest ue ...... ... .. 4.40
SC Nleholaa. .... ..... SAO
Farmer's Hume Journal..  2.00
Ser I b se es M &gusto.  3 19
Book Buyer. ,  1.50
Harper's Magasteo  4.10
Harper's Weekly.  4.30
Harper'. Fleur.   4.31)
Her we r' a Young People  1.0)
Horne M ages' ne  1 25
Kentucky Methodist   1 75
roleetic Mara/tine. 500
Friday, October 28 1893
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moms attb tkoctstg.
Frark Lacey, of Loogview, was In
town M•edey.
Troy Miller, of Lafayette, was in
town Saturday.
Peter Adoock,of Church Hill, was in
the city Friday.
J. F. Clardy, of Newstead, was in
the Oily Saturday.
J. W. Yancey is .pending a few
days in Parlueste
P. W. Boxiey, of Pembroke, was in
tbe city, Monday.
Jack Gresham, of Church Hill, was
in the city Friday.
Mrs. R. A. Russell, of Juliau, ass
in the cite Tuesday.
Mrs. J .ho 0-tives, of Trigg county,
was here Wednesday.
R. J Caruthers, of Lafayette, was
In town Wrdaseday.
P. F. Rogers, of Crofton, was in the
city Tuesday morning.
Warner Lauder, of ealubria, was in
the City Friday morning.
Herbert Cox, of Uracey, was in
town Saturday teoruing.
John Braeme, of Cerulean, was in
town Saturday morning.
Col. S. J. Lowry, of Garrettsburg,
was in the city Saturday.
H. K. Merle, of Kennedy, was In
to yeeserday !morning.
Mrs. J. I. Leaders returued from
Chicago Thule lay night.
.1..1. Steward and family, of Casty,
were i• the city elaturday.
Mr. and Mr.. Walter Rossington
were in the city yesterday.
J. H. Bradshaw and wife, of Long.
view, were in town Mouday.
*PP Dr. Aram', of Cobb's Station,pamed
threugh the city Tuesday night.
Mr. Thos. Layne, of Pembroke, was
In town en business Wednesday.
Mies Annie Gaines has returned
trot', a visit to the World's Farr.
Dr. C. J. Northtngtoo, of Lafayette,
was in in town Saturday morning.
J. J. and Charles Smith, of Ben-
nettatown, were ID MVO yesterday.
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Cayce, of South
Christian, went to Chicago Monday.
Mrs. Fleary Boyd, cf Church Hill,
was in the city shopping Saturday.
Mr. Jas. B Radford, of the Howell
neighborhood was here Wednesday.
T.I-Grahana and wife, of the Casky
neighborbood. were here yeiterday.
Mr. S I'. Fox, of the Church Hill
neighborhood, visited the city to-day.
Mrs. Ime Watson, of South Chris-
tian, was in the city shopping to-day.
Misses Mary mid Willie Radford
were hers from Pembroke Wednes-
day.
Miss J en n lettevenson , of Ben netts-
t own,was in the city shopping Satur-
day.
Mrs. Holloway and her daughter,
Miss Cecil, were in the city yesterday
morning.
Dr. .J P. Peyton, of Ceeky, was in
the city on professional business
Mond&y.
Mr. J.W. Ballard, of Pembroke,
paid the New IRA a friendly call
Weenesday.
Miss Lucy Prince, of Gallatin,
Tenn.. is the guest of Dr. and Mrs.
H. B. Garner.
Mrs. B. B Nance and daughter, of
Pee Dee, were In the city NVeduese
day morning.
Mr.. Charles Radford and daugh-
ter, of Casky, were in the city hop-
ping Monday.
Howard Duvall and Dave Ral-
ston, of North Christian, were in
town Saturday.
Mestere. line, \Vick, Mont, William
and George,Daweon, of Pee Dee, were
In town Monday.
Mrs. R. H Wilson, of the Gracey
neighborhood, was shopping in the
city Wednesday.
Mrs. Ann Petret. of Cadiz, who has
be visiting in the city, returned to
her hope yesterday.
Mr. Alex Long, who live* in North
Corietian, was in Hopkinsville
Wednesday monitor.
Dr. Robert Armstrong and J. H.
Allen and daughter, of Fairview,
were in the city Saturday.
Mrs. Ben Garnett and Mrs. Gill
enedth, of Pembroke, were in the city
rb,opping Tuesday morning.
Mrr. F. A. McGraw and daughter,
MI.. Emma, and Mrs. Wick DillWa0112,
of Roaring Springs, were in the city
shopping Monday.
Weis Mary Henry, ef the Cooky
n•ighborhood, hsa returned from a
viva. to the family of her brother-lo-
law, Mte nee.. Smith, of Nashville,
Tenn.
Mee. B. F. (' miter and daughter,
Miss Fannie, and Theo. Coulter who
have been visiting relations in this
silty, left Tuesday for their home in
California.
Mr. and Mrs. Dudley Stowe have
returned troru a pleasant visit to the
World's Fair. wbich we heard some-
body say I. being held In Chicaco, up
es Lake Michigare.
J. L Crabb, Opt icieu. eau be found
Permanently at W. H where
he will be glad to seive any one
usteding spectacle*. Oct. 20,e3t
Dr. A. J. Knapp sill be in Hop-
kiesville on Monday, Nev. 8th, at Dr
Young's office. This will be the last
visit for seven mouths.
Mei. NV. Charitoa brings in a freak
in the way of a cluster of *tweet pota-
toes grown on one stem, on a holt are
four red and one elite potatoes.
On M inday evening at the new
Curistian church in Uniontown, Mier
Ada Haden* wee married to Mr.
urge Brown, R-.v. James Vernon,
of Hecidersom officiating.
Mr. Charles S. Greer, who is well-
known in this city and county, has
been appointed by Commissioner
McDowell of theAgriculteral Bureau,
to be grain weigher for the city of
Louisville.
The Park City Times say.. that Col.
T. J. Smith has received ofil !ill note
.ation of his election as eolorrel of
'he Third Regim-nt and of the elec-
tion of Juuett H. ury as Lieutenant
Colonel.
Miss Bell Br-seller, a sister of Mr.
Curt Brasher, of this City, died Sion-
day at her borne near Cionen. She
was forty five years of age, and a
lady loved by all who knew her. She
was buried in the Crofton cemetery
Monday.
At Uniontown !stolidity last Ed-
mord Davis shot and fatally wound-
ed Gin Baruett. The trouble muse
over a game of cards. Davis has
neen placed in the Morgaufield jail
for safety, as there were rumors of a
mob.
Don't forget to remember that
Senator Dixon, of Henderson, will
lecture at the Obiera House in this
city on Tuesday evening mit. Mr.
Darin Is too well-known in Ken-
tucky to treed any introduction from
The Wumenstiel Carriage Factory
will begireimmediately the work of
re-erecting a building on the site of
the recent collapse. The building
will be a large aud.. handsome one,
and it is the intention of the compa-
ny to have it completed by the first
of next year.
In another column in this issue can
be found an interesting letter from
Mr. B. A. P'Pool, formerly of this
county, but who is now a clerk in the
()Moe of the First Comptroller of the
Treasury. Mr. e'Pool has been liv-
ing tu Washington City for several
years.
Mr. H. C. Huniphriem, a prominent
young farmer or the Church Hill vi-
cinity died Sunday of typhoid fever
after an illness of fifty-one days. He
was a married man and leaves a wife
and five children. The telly was
buried Monday in the family bury-
ing ground near Church Hill.
Mr. R. F. Yates' died Saturday even
log of consumption. Trio deceased
was a brother-in-law of Mr. T. A.
Williams at whose home in this city
his death occurred. He was thirty
years uf age, and a moral, upright
man. The it-mains were inter-
red yesterday afternoon iu Hotiewell
cemetery.
The Cadiz Telephone of the 19.h
say.: "Prof. Adolphus Hanberry,
who is teaching school in the tree
State of Trigg, accompanied by a,
Miss Lacy, a most elegant young lady
and one of two daughters of Dr. Lacy,
of Lyon counte, left Cadiz last Tues-
day morn log for the purpotse of being
married at Dover, Tenn,
Tne game law of this State. apply-
ing to quail and grouse, has expired.
Jonathan may now procure his fowl-
log•piece and bang away to hishearts
content without fear of being fined.
The local sportsmen are now in their
glory, and from now until February
the piping of Bob White will be heard
less frequently, and the reports of
shot guns oftener.
Lifeboats furnished a theme for Dr.
Talmage's diseouree delivered yester-
day, and which appears elsewhere in
this issue. Dr. Talmage has discussed
more than 4,000 different subjects In
the course of his life in the pulpit,
yet he always has something new and
true to tell his hears and readers.
His ability in this line is perfectly
marvelous.
The lectere-loving people of this
city shrtu'd give Senator D ion a
warm receptiori *ern he appear.,
Oct. 301h, at Holland's Opera House.
The subject of his lecture is "The Ne-
gro." The lecture is of a humorous
character, and those who have heard
it claim that it is splebrild. The au-
dience that greets Mr. Dixon 'should
be one that will test the seating capa-
city of the hou e.
Ward's band discoursed some very
sweet music Tuesday at the corner
of Ninth and Main streets. Their
concert was, however, cut short by
the going out of the electric light, a
little after eight o'clock The open
air concertr given by these gentle-
men are very enjoyable affairs and
the public will be sorry when the
weather becomes so cold as to neces-
sitate their discontinuance.
Sam Fleming's new fire alarm sys-
tem has been examined by the mem-
bers of the Board of City Council, and
pronounced by them to be an excel-
lent invention. Mr. Fleming ham
figured up the probable cost to put
the syeteru into operation, and the
figures will be placed before the Board
next week, at which time the Council
will decide whether or not to make
a contract with him.
The general merchandise store of
Warren Lander at Salubria was bur-
glarized last week, and goods to the
amount of $100 were stolen. On the
same night a home belonging to
Richard Wilson, a farmer of the
neighborhood, was sateen. The honse
was found yesterday runnieg Moor,e
in this city. It is believed that the
same party or parties were guilty of
both thefts. This is the only clue to
the recovery of the goods a tech the
police have.
In honor of Mr. A. D. Rodgers, re-
cently elected Greed Chancellor of
the State, a reception is to be given
by the local order of Knights of Py-
thias. The progr rou which will be
rendered on that occasion will con-
sist of musical numbers, vocal and
ustrumental, and short addresses.
Among the speakers of prominence
will be Messrs. Gilmer Bell and Jam.
Breathitt, of this city, sod W. W.
Blackwell, of Henderson, the Su-
preme Chancellor of the World. The
wives, sweethearts and friends will
be Invited to attend the entertain-
ment, the cite of which has not yet
been fixed.
Mrs. May C. Wright, of this city, is
the author of :a drama which some
day may gain her both fame and for-
tune. The title of the play is "The
Best Thing in Life." It is a melo-
drama of great literary merit, uncon-
vential, and replete with stirring
scenes and climaxes. This drama is
Mrs. Wright* first play. It has been
offered to a well-known theatrical
agent of Cincinnati, who promptly
accepted it, and is now preparing to
stage the piece. It is Mrs. Wright's
intention to produce the play in this
city at an early date. NVell-known
local talent will render the hues, aud
the presentation will be a social as
I well as a theatrical event.
Highest of all in Leavening Power.— Latest U. S. Gov't Report.
Bald
Powder
ABSOWTELY PURE
Strawberry Pliers for sale at 40 mph;
per 100. A. 1111.1.E. eod2w
Anthracite Move for sale very
cheap. Garland No. 4th Good as
new. A. A. MK-re.
Mr. Benjamin Trig', who was a
prominent citizen of Providence, is
dead.
Rev. M. L Popes, of Fiucastle. Ind.,
will preach at the Universalist church
this evening at 7 o'clock.
The new Christian church at Union-
tewn was dedicated Tuesday by Eld.
James Vernon, the able Henderson
preach -
J. Sterling Neblett, one of the most
prominent arid best liked citizens of
Clarksville, died Sunday.
The Columbus Euquirer says that
Prof. Chas. Lane can put more genu-
ine, freeli, clean fun iuto one hour
than any man in the Seuth.
Dr. J. S. API Leman, of Louisville,
and Dr. H. ('. Roberts, of Nashville,
well known specialists who regularly
come to this city, were arrested Mote
day in Paducah for failing to reg-
ister. These will be wade tete case,.
Mr. Geo. Ling, the keeper of the
county be-stile, who was recently
smiling behind his ears because he
had eight boarders, no longer smiles
that broad smote, seven of kis vic-
tims having departed for Eddyville
where they took up quarters at the
Hotel de Kentucky.
Mr. Wallace Waifield, who has
beeu connected since its opening
with the Rodman shoe store, has ac-
cepted a similar position in the
foot-wear department ofJ H. Ander-
eon's establishment. Mr. Warlield
is one of the most r fficieut and popu-
lar clerks in the city.
News reaches this city of a horri-
cle accident that resulted in thedeath
of Martha Osburre an old colored wo-
man who lived en the Giles farm,
near Howell. She was sitting near a
log tire when the Hawes csught her
dress, and before assistance arrived
she had been burned to death.
The Conference Committee of the
local Society of Cbrietiaa Endeavor
held a meeting in tht study of the
Ninth Street Prerbyterian church
Tuesday for the purpciee of making
further arrangements in regard to
the State meeting which will hi held
in this city next May. About ba f of
the committees have been appointed.
Mr. Ed. Price met e ith a very ser-
ious accident Tuesday, which will
confine him to his room for some
time. %V bile doing POMP painting at
the home of .Mr. Robt. McGaughey.
Mr. Price fell flour a ladder on which
he was staudiug and sustained a very
severe fracture of one of his ankles.
The fracture was quite a had one,
the bones protruding beyond the
skin.
After an illness of several mouths
duration, Mrs. Omar S. Brown died
of cancer of the stomach Tuesday,
at the home of her husband near
Crofton. Mrs. Brown was well liked
by all who knew her, and her death
will be a source of great sor-
row to her DLM erous friends.
The funerail serviced were held
Wednsday atCrofton in the Christian
church, of *Lech for many years
she has been a faithful and con-
sistent member.
Rev. D. S. Bowler. of this city, Is
conducting a protracted meeting this
week at Vaughn's Chapel. A revi-
val of religion in that vicinity has set
in, and great interest has been mani-
fested. Allready there have been
twenty conversions and about fifteen
additions to the church. Rev.
Bowles is being assisted by Rev.
Sam Lee, of Nashville. The wife of
Rev. Lee is a remarkably sweet sing-
er and leads the choir. The meeting
will close.Friday night.
Thome, L. Gant and Miss Mable
Young, of Elkton, slipped quietly
over toClarksville Monday and were
married by a Justice of the Peace.
Met/set is well known in this City,
where for several sessions he attend-
ed school at South Kentucky College.
His bride is also popular in Hopkine-
ville. Parental objections to the
marriage owing to the youth of the
couple, caused them to take
matters into their own hands. He is
not yet twenty-one years of age,
while she is just "sweet sixteen."
The motion for a new trial of the
Shelby murder case in which the ac-
cused is charged with murdering and
robbing an old lady in that county,
was overruled in the Carlisle Circuit
Court last Friday, an i an appeal was
taken. Shelby has been confined ID
jail at Paducah ever since his convic-
tion last spring, for his safety from
mob violence, aud was taken to Bard-
well during the hearingof the motion
for a new trial. While there he was
placed under a heavy guard. He
was sent back to jail at Paducah after
the motion was overruled.
Rev. G. W. Lyon, the new Metho-
dist pastor, delivered his first sermon
here last Sunday morning. Tbe con-
gregation which greeted him was
large, the attention good, and the im-
pression created by the minister fa-
vorable, as testified by the expree
stone to be heard. On Sunday night
he preached the second time. A no-
ticeable feature of the evening ser-
vices was the liberal attendance of
young gentlemen. It is said Mr.
Lyon he a lover of good horse ti-sh,
In which case he will be most corigen
ial to the average citizen of Nforgen-
deld.-Morgantield ewe
A suit to test the coned' utionallty
of the Separate Coach law kI•11 t.t.t.11
flied in the Federal Circuit Court at
Louisville. It is a suit by citizens of
the colored settlement of Centralia,
on the Louisville Southern it It ,
againet the East Tennessee, Virrhu•
and Georgia road, now operating the
Southern. The plaintiffs claim that
the town was laid out under a c
tract with the railroad company to
lye its citizens equal railroad facili-
ties with other towns on the line, and
that the use of separate coaches is a
discrimination which violates the
contract.
Shilob'a Cure, the great Cough and
Croup Cure, is for sale by us. Pocket
size contains twenty-five dose'', only
2bc. Children love it. Wyly & Bur-
netL
The *Henderson Journal mays:
"While the World's Fair has proved
the grandest exibitiou ever known in
this or any other country, it has
been a great drain UpOti the local cur-
rency. It is a moderate estimate
that from Henderson city and Coun-
ty at least three thousand ',enema
will have attended the Fair during
Its continuance. mid it is also a mod-
erate estimate that in the aggregate
amount $3) may be set down for each
individual as his •xpenses
Chicago and en route. So
at the clop. of the Fair, will
while in
Chicago,
have ta-
ken from Henderson county $90 010.
4 If this cash were all here now burl-
'Dees would show the lace
Cabluet pt1OLON 12 per dozen, M. W.
Davis.
You must See the beautiful line of
r:ngs at Yates.
Henderson has a rate of $5.50 to
Chicago and return.
Best cabinet photographs, only $2
per dos. at M. W. Davis.'
The handsomest line of watches at
Yates. It costs you nothing to look.
FOUND-A pair of gold eye glasses.
Owner can get same by calling at this
offiee.
FOR SALE CHA P:-A square
l'iano in excellent order. Apply to
I'. E. Lawson.
Photographs made and work guar-
anteed at $2 per dozen, at M. W. Da-
vis; Conrt street.
The Women's Christian Temper-i
&nee Union of Owenaboro, have taken
under advesemeut the eetablislimept
of a women's exchange in that city.
FOR RENT.-A deferable resi-
dence In a good locality, very close
to business. Apply to Cathy &
Wallace.
Thompson & Meador have secured
the services of a skilled gun-smith
for 6 days only. Bring your work at
once, charges very reasonable.
If you want your watch or any
jewelry repaired, take it to Yates.
He employs a skilled Jeweler, and
guarantees satisfaction and prompt-
11•118.
WANTED:-Rellable man to open
small office near here and handle my
goods. Stamp and reference..
A. MORRIS,
Care this paper.
Mr. Jae. W. Yaucy returned has
night from Paducah. While there
Mr. Yancey succeeded in securing a
lease on a first rate hotel, of which he
will take possession on November
15th. As soon as he can dispose of
his property here he will move his
family to Paducah.
Don't forget that the celebrated hu-
morist, Professor Chas. Lane will be
at the Tabernacle en to-
night. You will nem a bright, in-
structive and witty lecture if you fall
to attend. Few men come better re-
commended than does Prosersor
Lane. You will be the loser if you
stay away.
•
Positions Guaranteed.
Money for tuition can be deposited
In bank till position Is secured. Our
80 page "Fume" Catalogue will ex-
plain "all."
Address, J. F. DR.% CONON, Presi-
dent-Draughou'e C. P. Bus. College
and School of Shorthand,- Nash-
ville, Tenu. No Text book used on
Book-keeping. Enter at any time
(Mention this paper.)
There Are a Great Many People This
Year.
The human family living on
to-day consists of 1.450,000,000 per-
eons in round numbers. Of theme
only abount 500,Q:0,000, or one-third,
are even properly clothed;160.000,000
habitually go naked; 700,000,000 have
only the middle of their bodies cevere
ed; only 500,000,000 live in houses,
700,000,000 In huts and eaves, while
the remaining 160,000,000 have no
home or shelter whatever.
earth
The joints and muecles are so lubri-
cated by Hood's Sarsaparilla that all
rheumatism and stiffness soon disap-
pears. (,et only Hood's.
To Conduct a Rental.
Rev. A. C. Biddle, pastor of the
Cumberland Presbyterian church of
this city, went to Sturgis Tuesday
to assist the local preacner in a
revival meeting whIch is now in
progress at that town. Rev. Biddle
Is a amable exhorter and the meet-
ing will doubtless be very successful.
A Child's Death.
Lillian, the bright young daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. T. Jackson Tate died
Monday of fever. The child had
been 111 several weeks. The body
was burled Tuesday at 11 o'clock
in Hopewell Cemetery.
Ily Request
John leland, Jr, who has gained
considerable notoriety while in the
internal revenue service uudef Col-
lector Scott, sent le_leisleeilgnation to
Collector Johniriu a few days ago.-
Louisville Post.
HAVE YOU nor ASTHML.?
If so Stockton's Antiseptic will
surely cure it. There Is no thieerying
local treatment. You have got to get
the Microbes out of the ay moon, ru.d
to do that you must take Stockton'
Antiseptic. For sale by all druggists.
Nashville, Tenn., March 6, 1R93.-
The Stockton Medielue Co., Nash-
ville, Tenn., Gentlemen: I have had
muscular Rbeumatison and indiges-
tion for a number of yeare, and lost
hopes of ever finditot relief, as the
most skilled phyalcians had failed In
my case, bet I am happy to state
your Antiseptic has made a complete
cure, and I do most heeartily recom-
mend It to ail tor Itheumetimm and
Indigestion. I will gladly &flower all
Inquiries in regard to Antiseptic.
Yount respeetfully,
W. E. le•yituere
310 Broad street
•
REV. SETTLE'S FAMILY
Arrive in the City From Louisville
To-Day.
The family of Rev. H.C. Settle, the
'Popular pastor of the Methodist
church, arrived in the city this morn-
ing, and will occupy the nandsome
tsen•-•tory brick house on the corner
of 9th and Walnut streets. Tbe fam-
ily is composed i.f Mrs. Kettle and
three charming daughters, Misses Sal-
lie, Mattis and Jennie.
Capt. Sweeney, U.S. A., San Diego,
Cal., says: "Shiloh'. Catarrh Reme-
dy is the first medicine I have ever
found that would no ni• any good."
Price *Meta. Sold by Wyly a Burnett.
Niels Speaking.
R. C. Crenshaw, People.' Party
nominee for State Senator will ad-
dress the voters of Christian county
at the following theme and places:
Casty, Wednesday, Nov. let, 1 p. mu.
Pembroke, Thursday, Nov. 2nd, I
P. m•
Howell, Friday Nov. 3rd, 1 p. m.
Herndon, Friday night, 3rd,
p. m.
Lafayette, Saturday, Nov. 4th, 1
P. m•
Mr. Crenshaw will Meld, time
with his opponents at the above
timely arid places and in•ites them to
be present.
a
CARD OF THANKIi.
I hereby desire to extend to all my
friends my thanks for the many klud-
nesse. extended to mit dust iter nuy past
illness of over three mouths from
rheumatism, and I espeetully desire
to tell them that but for Sulphur Bit-
ters I should byre been suffer huagreet: 8111.
es-'- you OP • rifler what
till wish 01 ).." is It L. H, T•YLICUR.
46.116"11311141017.'-
..t-,sn'Artirree Or: '-0.,47K9f&51,Vie_
.f
• ,
jyyterle_
• se
-4--
HE DIDN'T DO IT.
N. L. Frogge Not Guilty'of Lobbying.- anio
A Lie quickly Nailed.
A report is being circulated by Its-
publicist-re in the enuetry districts
relenting that I lobbied before the
Lsgielature to secure the adoption of
tue American Kook Publishing C'oin-
pany'ri books and inereatted the cost
of books at kart shy per ceut. The
adoptiou of these books we. merle on
June 24, Isul, by tlie Comity It Irani,
the old system under Sup't. Reemilaw
being continued, except that privets
were DEcitgesmi at least 25 per cent.
I wish to eay that Oda aud other ch.-
culations are unwarranted by facts,
and unless they are stopped I shall
use stronger language in the donna.
It Is simply campaign talk.
S. L. FROUGE.
THAT JOYFUL FEELING
With the exhilarating sense of re-
newed health and strength and in-
ternal cleatilineee, %hick foltoes the
(pie of Syrup of Figs, is nok flown to
the few who have not progressed be-
yond the old time medicines reed the
cheap substitutes sometimes offered
but never accepted by the well in-
formed.
r4r
A Mietake.
Tile NNW ERA Wall Oil it. base when
it 'announced that HOD. Henry Dix-
on, of Henderson, would deliver his
lecture in ibis rety 141 the 30th Imre
But he will deliver it on the night of
the net, which le brit Tuenday
night,-aud such a lecture it is too,yon,
reader, cannot afford to miss it. Mr.
Dixon, in addition to being a very
talented man is also a very humorous
one and handles his subject
"The Negro," in a manner as to
amuse as well as to instruct his audi-
ence. Remember he will be at the
Opera House in this city next Tues-
day night, the 31st of October 1S93
JANUARY 16,1894
Is the Date of the Moajon-Miers
Wedding.
The date of the much talked o
wedding in which Mr. Max J. Moay-
on, of this city, and Mies Birdie My-
ere, of Loulaville, are the contracting
parties, has at last;beeu named. The
ceremonies incident to the marriage
of this young and popular couple will
occur Jan. 16, 1594, hi either the Galt
House or the Standard Club.
Litchfield-Corneille+,
Lucien L Litchfield and Miss Etna
ma Cornelius, well-kuown you're
People of thellainbridee vicinity were
married Wednesday eve at the home
of the bride's parents.
Shilob's Vitalizer is swum you need
for Dyspepsia, Torpid Liver, Yellow
Skin or Kudney Troubie. It is guar-
anteed to give you satisfaction.
Prise 76c. Sold by Wyly A HUrnott.
PREFERRED LOCALS
Lucus paints, ready
mixed. at Wallace's.
Hardwick's for fine
perfumes and soaps.
NEW MILLINERY GOODS
Miss Alice Hayes wishes to inform
her lady friends that she is now re-
ceiving her Fall stock of millinery
goods and invites an early call. Old
stand, up stairs over T. M. Jones'
store.
DRESS MAKING.
Misses Kate and Lee Vaughn have
opened up a Dress Making Establish-
ment at their residence on Campbell
street and will be glad to serve the
publib. Satisfaction guaranteed.
NEW BUSINESS.
Sonieth I ng you have always
wanted. I have opened a general
Brokerage store on Seventh street,
opposite New ERA Office, mei will
buy and sell second handed teething,
Furniture, Carpets, Stoves, Sewing
Machines die, tr.e. Highest prices
paid for same. Goods bought and
sold on corutnissiou. satisfaction
guaranteed. FARIS BROS
A fresh lot of Bethes-
day and Buffalo Labia
Water at Jas. T Wal-
lace's.
Will close after Nov-
ember 1st. All persons
ho1dins checks for
Lamps will plqase have
them filled to the amt.
of $26.00 as the time
will expire November
lat. New Can Goods,
New Crop of Molasses,
all kinds of Vegtables,
Fresh Butter constant-
ly on hand. Call and
see me. Yours Anx-
ious to Pleas(
E. M. GOOCH.
JUST IN!
A line of ELEGANT
LAP ROBES of the lat-
eaIL styles at lowest
prices.
FORBES & BRO.
NOTICE!
I am prepared he oboe your horses.
My mi.!) is located on 7th street, near
Roek Bridge. pest ouor tn Vi intern-
cOliC stable. I guerantse solid se.
liii E. M.
IWO i0f You,
-With a line, Large Stock of
Clothing, Boots, Shoes and
1)ry Goods at
Hard Time
prices. Retnember
Moaycn,
"The Farmer's Friend."
A Good Thing,
C. H. Layne is agent for the Star
Coil Spring titian supporter and
Anti-Rattler. C tit at hie stable arid
*tie them.
NOTICE.
I am now grinding Neel meal and
crushed wheat and corn at lime kiln
on Elm street. The patronage of the
farmers is solicited.
no8 wl mo. ALEX GILLILAND.
We Are In It!
When it comes to keepitiF
always on hand a NICE,
CLEAN, FRESH, and
TASTFUL stock of GI-10-
CERLES at low down prices.
I want your trade. Call and
Bee and be convinced of what
we say,
W. F. Randle,
gt.
Z)
In Vt.'1 midst,
!lot ill financial cir-
cle:, lint in prices.
don't COMA
w. We
must have
Cash -
And in order to
get it we will i.t.11 at
Lower Figures than
were ever quoted
here before. We
will
Discount
Any prices you
can get here or else-
where. Get your
prices and then call
on us.
A YOST &CO
NO. 18, NINTH STREET
BUCKNER & HAYS
REAL IEST AT E.
AND
INSURANCE
ACE NCY.
elOPKINSVILLE. KY.
FOR -A LK-Th...61y Hotel at Lira) ett, K v.
15 rooms, ..noke home., ice house, new trains
•tslele, two never tailing veils, cow DOWNS.
A...en crib, were ro..en 111110 is, 1., fencing as
least as new, lot iuclud ng garden and clover
...t e.mtaming atenit I I-inert-a Floe patron-
:tee, 14,111 reg u cc aol traimient, •ad good
iiirry d roc • nee tow,
i4/1 Ole t1•I • .
Cli! PROPERTY FOR SALE.
Two story frame reeldeses. I acre it. south
side east 7th St., c.cnitains a cave in which
me is Le can be kept at all seasons. Low
price and terms easy
Six roon. cowls, and lot on Borth aide lite
(Maple St. CHEAP.
Six room oottage on mouth side lath
st., opposite above, at a bargain.
Two story frsine dwelling and I isere
*mat 7th st. splendid residence.
Brink dwelling, lo room , vestibule h• is,
acre lot, treee, shrubbery and out-buildings,
sear v one, best rcableuct in city. Waluut
street.
Cottage aud lot on cuo-th side Vith et...„ oast
•bove Ca:butte hurch, lot Wilda ft.
Two lot., each 1114161 R. north nide Kb
st., above Catholic Church.
Lot •n south side *lb st, opposite Ceti:toll*
church.
Cott•ge and sere lot north side eth st, ad-
loini lig Mrs. Champlain.
Acre lot on 5th st adjoining the above.
CoVage sad lot 40x108 ft. on west side Jes-
up's A Venue,
Elegant two story frame re...deuce, corner
14th and Walnut street.
Cottage nod tot 752132 ft. west side Liberty
at, on 75O,00
Cottage and two lots west side Liberty st.
Brick residence and lot ti21“131 ft, Goraer
Campbell sad ilth sta.
Residence lot el 1-2x132 ft, earner 1.11th aud
Campbell etc
Desirable dwelling and lot with tree*
shrubbery and green-hooss, west side Brows.
between Ind and 4th sta. at • barge's
Dwelling and lot about 70231.10, south Oda
seat 7th .t.
Lot Willie, corner Belmont and • th sta.
Finest lot no Tth street.
fluidness lot 19 1-31111 ft., 7th at. Watt to
New Era office.
Business ot 25x119 ft. corner Water and ilk
eta, near o. %. freight depot.
Elegant reeldenc• Iota on Mouth V irgial•
at, 40z2M ft. to alley. hest restdence proverty
in the eft/ and eta bargain.
SLBURBAN PROPERTY.
Hot se with 5 rooms, lot 1,3i acres, just Oat
aide, near Hopewell Cemetery
House and lot Dear City llmita, northwest
of Hopewell Cemetery.
Desirable residence iota on east 7th s1. Jose
nut side city limits.
Desirable lots west of North Main K. las
out side city limits.
46 acres deed ruble residence lots, ooe wIle
south from city, on Palmyra road
FARM PROPERTY.
130 sere farm at Oak Grove s'atioc. ea
Placebo branch oft. ASK R.
la acre farm, well Improved, g od land.
plenty of timber and good mill. 3 1-2 miles
soothes/it nom Petobroke.
Good farm of Macre' on Greenville road,
5 mi lee from city, will ,Lvide lilt desired.
142 were farm 8 miles east from Crofton
Good limestone land.
Farm of 221 acres, well improved, 00111
Newstead, at a bargain.
Fine 34l sere stock farm. W•Il improved,
• [lithe from HopainsvIlle, abuudaDos of
timber sad running water.
steel' farm of 515 acres, 6 I-1 miles from city,
flue boll, timber and water, and fairly well im-
proved, must be sold at U1104.
Farm of HA acres. near !Montgomery, is
Trigg county, ky , well Im pro. w.1 and with
an abundance of timber and water, good
neighborhood and flue land. A bargain.
We have tine farms ranging from 250 to 1100
acres and In price fr. in Pi (5 to 14) 00 per
acre. Call on or addrem.
BUCKNER & HAYS.
loaCEST STOCK. ARTISTIC DESIGNS.
LADIES DON'T FAIL TO CALL ON
MISS IDA ALLEN,
THE MILLINER 
Ninth Street, next door to
John Moayon's.
My stock is larger than ever be-
fore. It embraces everything nice in
ladies', misses' and children's head.
wear. I have had twelve years ex-
perience as a trimmer, and feel that
I am justified in believing I can
please the most fastidous. My
prices are the lowest and would ap-
preeiateyour patronage greatly.
Plea 
cid
se  1 before making your pur-
chases.
ALL TI4 NOVELTIES. LOWEST PIKES.
- ell
Cotton Belt Route.
St. Louis Southwestern Railway.
ARKANSAS and TEXAS
THE ONLY LINE
Ootrienit:
Through Cr Se riri 34)
- -FROM—
MEMPHIS AND TEXAS
—No Change Of Cars To--
FORT WORTH, WACO or Inter-
mediate Points.
TWO DAILY TRAINS
•rri tog Through Coaches and Pullman
',Irown.. Traversing the Fine,t Fa, Rime.
Clr•zing and Timber Lands, sod resehing the
Moat Prosperous row us and Cities In the
Great Southwest.
FARMING 1„1 sbundaatly
all the cereals, corn anti cotton, and esper•
tally adapted to the cultivation of small
fruit and early vegetables.
GRAZING LAN 106.-•fropling •zeollsst
posturede during almost the entire year,
mind comparatively close lathe great mar-
kets.
TIMBER LA N WC-Covered with lemma la•
exhaustible forests of yellow 'due, cy•
prem and the hard "roam common to Ar-
kansas and Easters Texas,
Can be procured on reasonable and &Avesta--
grow. terms. • II liner connect with and
ha, e ticket& on sale via the
Cotton Belt Route.
For rates, magi and all necessary :stoma-
Uoil call ou or address
It. T. ii. MATTIIEWR,
D t'. A..
So. Kentucky National Bank Bondi,.
Louisville, Kyr
Fred II. Jones,
Diet. Pass.
Alit:Memphis.
W. U. Adams, H. 
. 
Suit. n,
Tray Pass. rev.:P T.N4oi ,Timn cat:o 
Tenn.
A Ed on, W. ion slime.
tiou'l. P. e '1 est.,
TOZarkauir; TO*. $1. 1-0416.MJ,
.5 • WWII&
=5,1E11.
41•1•111•••••••• 11•1=•••••.•.••• AN. 41•111. •••••••••......
ress Goods. e.FEF•.1,7•, •
Tess Goods.
CLOAKS! CLOAKS! CLOAKS!
There was never in the history of Hopkinsville
such a large stock of Dress Goods and Cloaks as
we can offer the people this Fall. Every style of
Ladies and Childrens Cloaks can be found in our
store this season. and no lady can have any ex-
cuse for leaving our house this Fall in search of
a handsome dress, as there is not a color that
cannot be found in our stock. Our Millinery
stock is the largest we have ever had and we
will sell Hats Cheaper than any house in the city.
All of our shoes go at Cost, Unlaundred Shirts
at New York Cost. All our goods were bought
to sell not to keep. Come and see us.
ICHAR S & 02.•
The Spot Cash Bargain House.
FULL and RUNNING OVER
Is our house of Fall and Winter Clothing.
Bought at the right time; when,needy manufac-
turers and jobbers were hungry Tor ready 'ash,
and such is our condition to-day. A larger stock,
better assortment, latest styles, newer novelties,
choice goods, finer qualities, lower prices, truer
bargains. Our doors are open and our salesmen
are always willing and ready to show you
through.
Mammoth Clothing & Shoe Co
FREE PHOTOGRAPHS OF
YOURSELF.
—With every Suit of Clothes we sell costing $5.00 or
over, we will present to the purchaser a Cabinet size Pho-
tograph of himself, taken by our old Reliable Artist.
MR. CLARENCE ANDERSON.
—We gave away hundreds of Photographs i. nder this
same plan during the past Spring trade and our customers
were so appreciative that we have made the same arrange-
ments for our Fall Trade,
NOTICE—To young men who wear sizes 6, 6 or 7
shoes: We have received Stacy, Adams & Co's entire sam-
ple line of Fine Shoes, all 6, 6 1-2 and 7. If you want to
set some beauties in leather call around.
J. H. ANDEUSON & Co.
01 all litincin
T holism dam :nes t And Be.
Large Stock To Select From
El DIrn x17.A.IBLIMILT"Ir
:-:PERFECA: IN NN
Undertaking Department Thoroughly and
Carefully Equipped.
31ERALELAUIT Vir.A.X.OLLIVAIEL•
THOMPtION'- OLD 4TAD—
.--ecooese- edertele.
C Mali 111604.
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THE WRECK. rHE SENATE.
in Intere.stiuz Letter frontIt Was Not on the Illinois
R. A. I"Pool In Regard
Ce ntral
As Mato!. But on the l'hicago
and Grand Trunk Ha i I a .
The Facts Were Howeaer. 54 tat en in
The New Era** Dispatehee.
The news bureau in sending out its
diapatch Friday afternoon had its
date lines so much confused that the
fearful wreck was located on the II-
liuois Central road, inetead of at Bat-
tle ('reek, Michigan, on the Chicago
and Grand Trunk. Confusion was
caused by the mixing the details of
two wrecks In one telegram. In the
wreck on the Illinois Central, a mile
from Kankakee, Illinois, a passenger
collided with a freight, and while
n
nobody was killed outrig it, nine per-
sons were seriously, and @coe, prob-
ably, fatally hurt.
The wreck on the Chicago and
Grand Trunk was the result of the
collision of two passenger treins. It
weeds)* to the error of one mar. who
now crouches affrighted at the result
el hi a action, in a prison cell. On ac-
count of this man's mistake twenty-
six persons now ;,e tepid and stiff in
death. The two talus wero ruMning
at a high rate of speed, notwithstand-
ing the fact that they were within
the suburbs of the city of Battle
Creek.
The :engineer of the East-bound
train had positive orders to sidetrack
for the express at a siding a mile-East
of this city. He ignored these orders
and 600 feet beyond this siding be met
the West-bound train. Both trains
were wrecked and half the train of
the Pacific express was demolishes
and burned.
Both engine crews shut cff steam,
reversed their engines and jumped
from the cahe leaving the trains
'coded with human freight to
rush ungard. 1 to destruc-
tion. Some yardmen Weed near
by paralysed at the sight. A few
moments elapsed and the great en-
gines cra4hed into one another inex-
tricably locking theuptelves in the
grasp of wrecked machinery. For a
tew moments the hissing steam
drowned all othar sounds, while the
clouds of white vapor shrouded the
terrible picture from sight in the dim
early light. Then from out the wreck
came the shrieks of the injured,
many of whom were pinioned in the
crushed coaches. As the white va-
pors of the escaping steam ?anted
frem the wreck, the railroad men
who stood by had hut a moment's
glance, when toe flames from the
scattered oil of the lamps burst out
and spread over the heap of
timbers, wheels, from which
here and there in the hor-
rible mound projected a bleed-
ing cor pee or a pinioned living vic-
tim uttering agonising cries. The
fl truss spread wider and wider over
the debris, rapidly cutting MI the un-
fortunate people from the help of the
excited people who arrived Many
of those injured will die.
Seotland's Banking System and Its
Adeantares.
:A. S. Melee in the Forum./
Probably in no other country in the
world are banking facilities so ex-
tensive as they are in Scotland. In
every town, large or small, there is a
branch of one or more of the great
city banks, and even every village
with the least pretension to size can
boast of one. While in England
there la a bank or branch bank, to
about every ten thousand of popula-
tion, In Scotland there is one to about
every four thousand. It is obvious
that this extensive system of branch-
es is well calculated to gather to one
centre the savings of the community.
The banks are not proud, and they
accept at Interest deposits of sums as
small as five pounds and allow cur-
rent accounts to he opened sometimes
with trifling balances which in Eng-
land, as a rule, would be looked at
askance and probably turned over to
the saving banks. The depositors in
Vetch banks who have not more
ban one hundred ponuds to their
andel,an deposer. reeelpt or on cur-
rent afeesetat, comprise about three-
fourths of the whole number. The
result hi that the aggregate banking
deposits of a comparatively poor
country, with few sources of natural
wealth, and with a population of lit-
tle more than four millione, exceed
93,000000 pounds. And it way be ob-
served that a sum equal to perhaps
one-third or one-half as much again
has been placed on fixed deposit by
(Scoter depositors with the banks do-
ing business in the colonies of the
empire.
What Kentuckians Say
About the
RECTROPOISE
The Electropoire has been a positive
'benefit to me. J. H. Linden berger,
President Merchants' National Bank,
Louisville.
My confidence in tbe Electropoise
grows stronger the more I see it.
- Rev. W. W. Evans, Carrolton.
I look upon the Electropoime AR the
means God has given Us to cure dis-
eases in accordance with nature's
laws. Miss Susan Edge, Lsxiagton.
Nothing ban ever helped me PO
much. W. T. Nlatheny, Lexington.
I ain astonished at its work.
Henry Gilbert, Lexime•on.
Do not hesitate to recommend the
Electropoine.
W. G. Graham, Lexiugton.
The Electropeiee will cure many
eases of disea-e where nothing else
will. It hae sorked like a charm in
my family.
Rev. Geo. H. Means, Covington.
It is certainly a wonderful instru-
ment, and it is more wonderful bow
IL does Its work, yet it doss it.
T. E. C. Brinley.
(The veteran plow manufacturer of
the South), Louisville.
The Electropoise has been such a
useful thing about the house that we
can not do without it.
Frank F. Waller,
Lawrenceburg, formerly New Castle.
Several of my acquaintances have
derived much beneut from the use of
the Eleetropoise.
J. Guthrie Coke, Russellville.
The 'Poise has cured me of kidney
and liver trouble. J. P. Savage,
511 E. Gray street, Louisville.
The Electropoise has been a great
relief to me.
Rev. T. B. Miller, Russellville.
The Electropoise has proved a great
boon to me.
E. Crochet, Cbriet'iansburg.
I would rather have itteeiropoise
than Het Springs for rheumatism.
A. K. ?dandled!, North Fork.
It is small but great.
T. A. Dowden, Franklinton.
There Is wonderful good in it.
J. S., Callaway, Smithfield.
The wonder-working gem.
Rev. W. F. Wyatt, Morning View.
I speak advisedly about the wood.r
working of the Flectropelee as I have
practiced medicine many years.
Rev. D.H. Marinion,Pittsburgh,Ky.
If you will send your name, or that
of some invalid friend, we will send
yon oopies of letters front the above
parties and from hundreds of others;
people you know from every seetiou
of this and other Statesiretifying to
the curative powers of Atectropotee.
Address, D1113018 & WEBB,
L 'Wardle, Ky.
1)0CTORS'ASTON is ii ED I tilertii:oi Economical Bluing.k set - Notie .ei gaol ter tea ceute.
Potee hts paw kiwi.lii it efusrt
of rain in sort water, land it ie really
Mr. 
. lhoieielteroer to be the eh-apest and
hetet moele. Price 10 cents
rntlerstaind or Expl.tilI. For eale i.e des'er. toterv where. If
lot nttit1'4tlt' Ill yol.r e,t V. semi
in stamps for liAck age po dstpai;
Carhitetit Nledicine Comp:see. Fe-
antiville, Ind.
Iii The. Debate Now Going On lit the
Senate On the R ng. epeali Sil-
- ter Problem.
Washington, D. C. Oet. 20, 1'193
Emmet New ERA
The past week has witneseed the
most stirring scenes that hays yet!
been enacted in the great tight that
has teem) Ii progress in the United
Statee Senate for the last ten weeks.
The traditionary dignity of that hith-
erto august body of American States-
men hss received a shock from which
It will not soon recover. "Senatorial
courtesy" has been an greatly tehooed
that the mere mention of such a thing
in provocative of the teiverest ridicule
Not since the time when the great
question of slavery agitated the minds
of the American people and engaged
the et-tendon of our legislators, has
the tipper chamber of the nation's
Congrese been the scene of such a
bitter wrangle. And still the battle
rages fiereely with bitt little algu of
surrender on eft her side. IL wIts my
privilege to witness the great etruegle
two years ago over the Federal Elec-
tions BIT. more commonly ealled the
"Force Bill" -the moet infamous,
outrageous and damnably detioicable
piece of legislation ever attempted to
be forced upon a free and intelligent
people-and I thought then that sure-
ly it would be a long time before an-
other fight would come on so fierce as
that, but I was mistaken. That was
but a tame affair, a "skirmish," be-
tween two hostile factions, compared
with the present "battle" between
the opposing hosts on the silver ques-
tion. The usually chaste and elegant
diet ion of the Senate chamber has of
late given way to the coarse and vun
ger peelance of tbe bar-room. L•113-
VINO 0011111111011 10 the r. Wirt@ of
toughs and rowdies COO oda harsh and
rut of place in the halls of Congrene,
arid if it be true that Medved do take
pert in the affairs of the living, then
I imagine that the shades of Webster,
Csy and Summer, leatilt.g over the
battieweets ckt_Heaven, watching the
eatmes so dear- to the hearts of nee
peoele tmelay, must have wept for
vety shame at the sserifice of all
those am. ieut traditions once so rever-
enced and revered in the chamber
that used to resound, with their own
lofty, dignified and unrivaled elo-
queuee.
With all the bitterness, hard feel-
ings and ill will engendered, the
strugg'e still goes on and the end is
net yet at hand. The vexatious
monetary question seems abont as
far from settlement in the Senate to-
day as it did on the morning the
pending measure was reported from
the House of Representatives lettere
It passed by a vote of two to one.
That body, true to the will of the peo-
ple as expressed at the polls in such
Unmistakable terms last November,
carried out the declaration eL the
Democratic platform which demand-
ed nee repeal of the Sherman law, a
measure bad in plinciple and danger-
ous in practice and which ought nev-
er to have been enacted. The House
promptly did its duty, and I candidly
believe a majority of the Senate is
ready to vote the same way as soon
as the minority will graciously allow
it to do so. Once the right of the ma-
jority to rule was considered the key-
stone of our governmental structure,
and whether that majority right or
wrong, it was entitled to the expres-
sion of its will; but now a little group
of extremists, under the leadership of
a man who represents a few mining
camps in Nevada, declares that the
majority shall not rule in this coun-
try, and that the will of the people
shall be (mashed and the people
themselves may go to hades. A few
months ago I traveled through the
State I have named ;and most of the
others in that region) and I was as-
tonished at the paucity of inhabitants
rep-esented by its Senators. The
whole population of Nevada is not
greater than one-third of that of the
city of Louisville, and its neighbors
only a few years ago were nothing but
territorial appendages of the Federal
neveritment yet their represent...-
Liven in the United States Senate are
enabled to lock the wheels of the leg-
islative mill and present legislation
that is demanded by an overwhelm-
ing majority of the people of ether
and wore densely populated sections
of the country at large. Such are the
rules of the Senate that this minority
may :forever prevent a vote on the
present all-important question. Some-
thing must be done to overwrite its
pewer, even if it be the adoption of
cloture, if we are to perpetuate our
constitutional form of government,-
the greatest system of government in
the greatest republic the world has
ever seen.
Upon the ground that the majority
should have the right to legislate,
Mr. Cleveland and his friends under
the leadership of Senator Voorhees,
are tee firmly planted as they are in
their support of the specific measure
now pending. The measure itself
has already been so well explained in
your columns that there is no need
for me to describe it here. There
have neen.some great speeches made
for and against the bill, but the pre-
ponderance of argument is largely in
its favor. Among the most note-
worthy of its endorsements Was that
of Senator Lindsay mule three week .4
HI. speech was 
-swish, -IWO
sound sense from beginning to end,
and Was delivered in that happy
charac.erlstic vein that always de-
lights his audiences. Senator Lind-
sey is already one of the most popu-
lar men in the Senate, both on the
ft.or and among the habitues of the
galleries. During the recent exciting
scenes, some of which have most
sorely tried the souls of men, he has
never once lost hi r usual serenity of
.nind and sweetness of temper. His
big honest face always wears a happy
expression, and his smile may be
likened to a ray of sunshine breaking
through the SILVER. LININO of a
clouded Senate. He is an ardent
supporter of the Administration and'
its policy, and the President has great
respect and much admiration for
him. lie hill proven himself worthy
of the togas of Mr. Carlisle and the
late Senator Beck, and his advocacy
of the present repeal bill is entitled
to great weight._ Witet bg thee •
fate of the measure ho man can
knowingly say, or even predict with
any degree of lenitive certainty; but
I beileve it will ultimately besernq
taw and the Demoeratic Senators who
now oppose it be yet. saved from
political annihi I &Don.
'I' B. A. P. 'P.
Chills and Fever.
Torpid action of the liver is usual-
ly thecause of chills and fever. Cal-
omel irritates the liver and induces
temporary activity. German Liver
Powder Stimulates the action of the
liver by iMparting strength, and also
acts on the lower bowels expelling
foul accumulations. A cure accom-
plished by this treattnentis perman-
ent. The beet way to cure ofillis and
fever is to prevent them. This can
he done by taking German Liver
Powder every few days during the
malarial semsen, or whenever you
feel bilious. Price 25e. per bottle at
R. C. Hardwick's Drue Store.
C111110t 
for use. Acknowledged by the
It Makes Even the Medical Frill-
ern113 Open Its E) es.
If This Is Not a Wonder Worker lie
Should Like to Kneen What Is.
Doctors are 1 pr 'bleed at an • cure of
paralytic, but tliere is note totin 01 La-
falysis wined' hint been pr( ))))) unced
absolutely i rable-l(icomotor stax-
i. Tula is indeed, tile most serious
and dreaded oratt nervous difnituttles.
Having to) loug' prououticed this
disease incurable, the astonishment,
not to ssv amazement, of the doctors
eau tie ituagiued a heti they leartied
from Mr. John II. (holding who re-
sides at 166 Chriteopher i , New
York city, the following wonderful
fact.:
"I was taken six months ego with
l000motor &texts, or creeping paraly-
sis. The teeetaie,.s or emus wet eiz-
ziusem rapidly iticreased until I could
not walk or stand wittmut assistant's:
coul I not button my clothes or dress
mvesif without help.
."On the si t It day nf oetober I earn-
menced,taking ler. Greene's Nervura
Mood slot nerve remedy and have
talteuffour bottles anti (mu now wale
without • cane, and am rapidly gain
mug everyday.
"The numbuess has ellitost com-
pletely left my limbs and I feel firm
fate I eat 441 sleep Wall, end I eat,
reetournend ,Dr. Ilreene's Servura
wood mud liggvelffelliedT, Stileis I Ku iw
that it has saved Mir lit...
"I was refused atitnittatr,e into St.
John's itoottill because they said my
cram was 'Insurable.
"But Dr. Greene's Nervura blood
and nerve remedy has done its work
wel'. It is the wonder of my friends
that I am alive to-day, and when I
tell them that this medicine cured
we when the doctors had pronounced
my case as incurable, they say it wets
a miracle. 
. e
XII. JOIIN H. GOLDING.
"I was two months under doctor's
hands and getting worse. I was dis-
couraged wheat I began to try Dr.
Greene Nervura blood and tierve
remedy. But to-day I am well. A
week ago I walked eight miles and
felt no bad results.
"I an now &eller a new Yuen,
my nerves are strovg and I feel happy.
I hop-. that this will be reoeived by
all suffering front disease."
It does really seem that there is no
disease which ballIss this marvellosm
remedy, Dr. Greene's Nervura blood
sod 11161Ve kfalatedy. It eertaioly
eeeme to care altno.t every thing, and
if it will care a terrible disease dee
the above, tiqieteforeierenuoced ab-
solutely iacerabl• by doctors, bow
mach more certainly and sorely will
it cure nil the ordinary complaints of
life. If you are s ck 3 nu live DOI wise
if you do not give this 11. all11 restorer
a trial. It is truly the greale.t curer
of disease in exiteenee. Druggists
keep it for $100 and it is purely vege-
table and perfectly harrniess.
Physicians have been everywhere
surprised at its wonderful powers te
cure disease and they unhesitatingly
recommend sufferers from ill-health
to use it, because it is the dim overy
and prescriotion of a well known
physician, Dr. Greene of 35 W. 14th
streeth, New York, the successful
specakist in nervous and chronic dis-
eases, Who can he coneulted free of
charge, personally or by latter.
DRUNKENNESS ,or mituna HABIT
Cared at Home In fen Days By
Admlnisiering Dr. Haines'. Gol
den Tpecifle.
It can be given In a glass of been, a
cup of coffee or tea, or in food, with-
out the knowledge of the patient. It
is perfectly harmless, and will effect
a permanent and speedy cure, wheth-
er the patient is a moderate drinker
or a alcoholic wreck. It has been
given in thousanas of cases, and in
every instance a perfect cure has fol-
lowed. It never fails. The system
once impregnated with the specific, it
becomes an utter Impossibility for
the liqtior appetite to exist. Cures
guaranteed. 48 page book of partic-
Ware bee. -iddress the Golden
Specific Co., Iss Race street, Cincin-
nati, Ohio. wlyr
Ha In Chicago,: SI your name is
Daisy? elm: Yes. Papa !tamed me
after ale famoue brand of h ma.
"There's where the shoe pinches,"
right where your corn is loeao-d.
Remove the • obstacle by indug
"C. C. C. Cerfkin Corn Cute." -Sold
by R. C. Hardwick.
Son: Whet Is a deceiver? Father
'who is a little deal, :A man, my boy'
who it appointed by theeourts to hold
out, premises tot lie creditors.
A Wonderful Seller,
Pleasant to take, mild in Its artier
and lasting in its effect. W. N. Bran
don, a promiuent druggist of Cadiz,
Ky., certifies that he soils more Ger-
man Liver Powder than all other liv-
er medicigo combined' and it gives
better sat action than ally medicine-
he has ever sold. A Wonderful sell-
er. This great remedy Is fast taking
the lead above other liver medicines.
Price WM. Samples free For sale
by R. C. Hardwick.
Our form of government is a failure
if the majlrity has not the power to
register L's will.
Are ii. Itilious.
If Po, regtfiste the hnwede with Ger-
man Liver Syrup: The most pleasant
laxative known. Has
others, will astonish you. These
symptorne denote biliousness: Sal-
low complexion, dull spirits, coated
tongue, yellow eyes, etch head:wile,
variable appetite. Regular size, 50e.
and $1.00 bottles. Sample bottles
free at R. C. Hard wicks, druggist.
When the tariff bill comes upRepubll
can ebsnators can .read Democratic
spmches on the right of the minority
to rule.
There is more eats rrli in this Section
of the country than all other diseases
put together, and until the last few
years was supposed to be incurable.
For a great many years doctors pro-
nounced it a local disease, and pre-
scribed toesl remedies, and by con-
stantly failing to cure with local
treatment, pronounced it incurable.
Science has prover) catarrh to be a
constitutional dieeasee and therefore
requires conititutional treatment.
Hall's Catarrh (lure, manufactured
F. J. Cheney & lire, Toledo, Ohio, ir
die only constitutional cure on the
market. It in taken internally in
doses from 10 drops to a teaspoonful.
It acts directly on the blood mid mu-
cous sedates of tdie system. They
otter one hanited,dollars for any Nist-
a fsile to cure. Send for circular?.
and testimonials. Address,
F. J. Go F.NSY Toledo, 0.
Sold by D•uggiete. 75 cts.
TtoOms to Let.
Mrs. Fangle-Have you secured a
lodger for your seevud floor yet, Mr.
Guelin?
°main (horrifiedi-I haven't beetilook-
ing for it lodger, madam.
Mrs. Fangle-Why, Ira certain my
husband told me you haul rooms to let in
your upper story.-Wail.
Don't waste your money on old tiMP
remedies when you can get Menden-
wane Infallible I 'Mitt (.11 re, guaran-
teed to cure Colic, (71zolera Morbus,
and all pains in the stomach and
Bowels instantly. Sold by R. C.
Hardwick.
41.
Mississiw
Valley
Route.
- Nailer, it Is almost half ith lion! TIME CI, 1t,D OF THE C 0 & S.
since I orilSted that turtle. ; soil i
Wailet ; 74-irry, sir, but yeu know how
slow tine:. s are'. ,
Sernettens- - low -pirits,
eruptive soree, litSte Of spin-file,
itisetiVo or irregular It- .wels.Accord-
ing to the heat medical authorities,
fully three-fourths of the people of
the c‘vil'zeil sull.r in Rome
form trout costiveness or irregular
action of The bowels. There is DO
doubt that many disesses are caused
by coustipat hen. Aside from creat-
ing impurity of the Mewed, it gives
rise to headeche, pile., fevers, dehil-
ity, etc. By using German Lifer S3-
rup the bowels, liver tool kidneys are
soon regulated, mid it c-ttninhoto vole
Is performed. 40e. und $1.00 bo:(I( a.
Sample bettle free at R. C. Here-
winks' drug store.
-•• 
The lance-t expellee or married 'ifs
Is fr lut utly cans, d by the little on es.
A% art-anted.
Every ho, t .e n,f German Liver Sy c-
up is warraiiied to give. entire Betio-
taetiori I. all eimee that it ie rec. ni-
'tie-tile-il tor, provided the eoritents of
g bottle are need according to Mien-
thins. IT Is fire moot ph- scant not(11-
rine on the maikes. Child reu tai.e
readily. Price 50.• arid $1.00 San, pie
bottle free alit. C. Ilardwick'a drug
store.
Judge: How do you exploit) ycur
being feund inside NIsj.ir Brown's
Coleketi coop last niflut? Prisoner :
Jade's, (1st war chickeee inside de
cod,
"Ned, Pan oti Irni?" "Oh yes.
Can yeti hop, Tom?" "Yes: ever
plain. I cored my Curve with "C.C.C.
Certain Corn Cure,'! I can hop so
well Ab, let us bop!" Sold by
Ft. C. Hardwick. ,
Lan x St yet: Why, the lamp is go-
ing ewe Effie (i ire,' end she in ): I
sopptele it thieke it's time something
we:it mit.
•••
To 'I lie Politic.
We are glad to in form our custom-
eee that we heve accepted the agency
tor the Car Istedt Nletlicine Co's.
rreat Germain Remediee-notable
Liver P.iweder and sly rut). As these
preparat loos are fruits of long years
it rend) both in Gerinatty and thi-
.eiutstry of oremMent phyeicians, the
forma nf ee lea been secured
me, rr,r me 111111 they eiteerfuli
owe/ire/reel.' the-in fen biliousnees,
'enroll-ellen, piles, sick headache,
indiffest eelc. Tt.e Czarist...tit Med-
icine! CO. request us to guarantee
their reniediee or net wet your money
where smi-faeti is nee given. For
delicate ladies and children they
highly reccommead their Syrup. We
nave received a liberal supply of
both Syrup and powdPr samples,
which we ill distribute free lo the
public. ketfill;ar prier of the Syrup
•etc. aunt CAE
Ft. -C. NARDI:TP-1C.
Signs of Health.
You don't have to look
twice to detect theML--bright
eyes, bright color, bright
smiles,
bright in
every ac-
tion.
Disease is
Overcome
SCOTT'S
EMULSION.
only when ce [i
weak tissue ‘'
is replaced by the healthy
kind. Scott's Emulsion of
cod liver oil effects cure by
building up sound flesh. It
is agreeable to taste and
easy of assimilation.
•
Prepared by Scott & Bowne.N. Y. All dre:frists.
II 
•scoitollhopi
COMPOUND.
A ri -emit discovery b sr,
old phygielan. Streeeisfol-
- ly used monthly by thou-
sand's of ladles. Is the oe-
ty perfectly safe gild relia-
ble medicine (Deco erred.
Bomars of unprinelpled druggiate who offer
.nferior medicines in place cf this. Ask for
COOIL'aCnton Ktot Compound, take no sub-
',Mute. °roentgen!! and It cents in pootane in
letter. an c. we will ae-n,,i,,eaitet. by return
Full alnaledpartieniars in p.alu'envel-
ve, to ladies only,2 stamps.
Address FUND LILY ( OM PANT.
No. 3 Fisher Block. Detroit, 11
sold In Hopkinavillon by R. (2 dardwick
Gaither & Wallace an ltirugaista•T.T.where
WESLEYAN FEMALE INSTITUTE
eeat t t.
Open. Sept sti. ilia Climate and surroundings ex-
ceptional Handsome being rem,r1rded,
thorosighly nnevated, nvainaW ir.eide and iititindie
and return r•ie-d rah new cartreqe £c_ Means
heat, cia ,ight, bath n•on•,,n every tb rir Nee Labors,
tory thi•ringhly equitj;ed eaperienriel teachers.
Advaneedlonsee in ng nth Latin l•romaiin French.
ir Sperial advantage,. ,n Molise ..,d Ac it'
Alit Pupils ?root In State. time m•dorage F 1:aut
klGa: of tide celebrated old Virginia Schoni. addreerSW. It frit EICT-.0,4. lrru..stounten.Va
Twenty - Sixth
TIIT
Ills Work Siiows For Ilsolf
DR, OREM
OF
LOUISVILLE,
KY.
EYE,
EAR,
NOSE,
THROAT,
CHRONIC,
A ND
NOINIIS Disuses.
Consultation,
Examination &
Opinion FREE
TO ALL.
Hopkinsville, Phcenix
Hotel,
Thuglay, actolz 19t
W. R. R. CO.
TRAINS GOING WEST.
Loulavillen Ky., to blemptilet, 1 sun.
Stations. !4o.5 No.7
Louno...e ...... 7:30 a to 7:4u pill
L....in-,. 
--',Jo a lu W.dn p a
liflE3eAVI a1).5...1.4..10 a Ill
ikarkevr. 14:A7p la,
Ceutx41 , it) .. 14:41.p in
Istirlon ...Ate.. .: a. p in
Dila atm  4:47 p to
Frioctuun  S:r4 p in
eking: an.   u:oo p ut
Fulton 
' 4 iti:at.p nt ball* il.
Paducali J'ne le.bs p in ,.:444 a ut
haves  14:14 phi 547 a a.
Newheru.... o:du a ut
Dyersburg-. ti:JJaw
Cot Wigton Elu a m
Me.. pull' 14:3U a UL
TRAINS tiol Nei EAnT.
c2;te a nn
12:1* a on
1.21 a rn
4:Uo a in
.el.4
tleinplihs, Tenn.. to taiudivIl le, Ky.
titanium' No.]
Menipto• 13:bu a to
Coviagton 111.44.4a tu
Dyerrourg 12:Uu u
New taro hluft p us
Itive• 1:0 p tat
Pad imaii .1 use I .itu p ic
. 01:in p
Pa .:444 p us
Vrineettni p 4.
bawatio . .
N ortun v1110..
Central t...ity
Rockport 
Graywou hp'gs
urn:emu'.  
Innomni.le
Now No. n
cou p Lu
1./6 p
IS :re p IL
1:top to
V:114, p
,i4.4upw
11 :S2 a o
I:so a o
At Cecilia couhectiou la mane with th.
kiVALigau 44 ale 41 1Lilistars.LIve614 iii Wadt. iv
h.ligainLLILOWu eau ttottgetiir 11.10
AL rs;440uesprlp, ta,,uga 11e01.111Ctlue Is 111 ad.
With 
.1or tue
heaver Datu tram cowmen" win stage toi
rluu iartziol.14 navourr , KyMorgan tow n. hoClow w ter, Cro wena
and 
hureuta...1 innecuou for Owebabost
i'rliiCrLU,4-duuJU.M'llot lob H•pa amain.
Henderson, ,i.t aid all puoPe ou Ohk
Valley kt.ul Way.
AL kuttawa colon:anion is made *ILL boats
for all WI ti on, t_ unitter aittl item
CaCitor,un:ctotriothLitune.ade direct at Paducah for St
Louis and p00.11.pota tanyucel via tit Louis •
Connection made at Fulton with illienoin
Coutran or a.11 piouh on tart road and Io!
Aaleaugtei;.et• N tiee. risalla rd ai anin o.„  ir011.4{1
CUL. nuctiou wade at Mena pol• for South anti
Nest mu' all litio•owippi ricer stammers.
eur further iniorLostion call on or addresv
Agent .J1110 %alley hall, ay at llopaiusvilie
lo .ii. 1 ,., of
I Aseet.ser Agt a. N. & M. V ('is.,
Cutlet rile, k V.
Effect 1m,.,, 14.11V 17LI,
TABLE CARD
-OF THE---
41:1 Vailly &ay.
C:grerst NORTE BOUND rtt•taia.
prima.
HopkInhelike .. 0:2140 a tu  Coo p m
k] rater  , 6:42 a . 4.44, p
Cerulean Springs . ...7:UU am . 14:14) p in
Ar Princeton  7:35 w in 6'141 p
Lr Princeton 7 '4,11 a in
Paducah V  8.511
Memphis , .. 4:41p in
halt &as
Lv Princeton 
st Marionrgis 
InEacwprepiel.n;
Morganneld ......... ....... 
...7 :IX p
Eki%ondaeNnwj'iline 
/4:14 p ri.
. .5:01 p
 14:01 p
SOUTH SoU3N-DotTpant:1414.
Mall& 
.11.4.441 p n.
E. a press.
Evansville b p unlin :MU a us 
Ar Princeton  11:55 a
Lv Princeton ...... .6:15 p in .... a in
Lerulean Springs .. ..6 SS pus ...... .7:53 a in
Gracey . ..7:11 put .8:17 a in
a ufHopkinsvine ..... :SS p in 55.5
Matt and Express from HopkInsvillie at
6:1J ns. in. run/6.011d to Memplile. making clone
conuection with the "eutkin Pelt" and ho
Pacific system nor ali yohna and the
8.4aILIL West
With IL,.- Kc missoutt and South
ern K.  tcrinta, hon..* tity , lleu v, r and
all poi n t. west.
Connection made at Evansville with the K
& T. h., L. E. & Mt. I.., 1., a N K. Ka. awn
Ohio river cesoners.
Connectiou it tomtit at De Koven with Ohio
river ilLealacri for North and Nouth.
Lcohectioe made at Hunderaon with the I.
ast.aLin.e&r.T., L. & N. K. liK.... and Ohio rivere
Drawing room chair and nleeping ears •is
miti trout Kvatisvhie to MetinTlita on train
Soa.444 and 7. and wool Nicuiphie to Evan,
elite on trains No-. N. and a..
Fur further Information call on or address.
Agent 01 4./hio R.ndlway at Hoptice
villa. Ky., or T. B LYNCH,
4.4Ma'l Passenger 'et. N. SM. V.Cno
L nuieville. Ky
Summer  
Excursion Rates
-I -VIA THE- - I
C1 01 & B. Co
\Varies Fait Excursiull Tichts
VIA A NUatttitit tut
ATTRACTIVE ROUTES
offering the
QUICKEST TIME'
and BEST SERVICE
NOW ON SALE.
LOW EXCUR-ilON RATEs to al
UJMMER RES01?TS
NOKTri EAST and W EsT.
CHEAP EXCURSION TICKETS Le
CRITTENDEN SPRINGS  - -
DAWSON SPRINGS
CEKULEAN 13PRING131
  ORA VS(LN-SP RI NOS.
SPECIAL EXCURSION TICKET
AT REDUCED DATES. '
will to on sale fron all stations to stall in•
within a e t*ty mites On runt,
sundry outll deppon her :tutu Imo.
••-•-•-•••
If you have intuit nd a toy t,, health, pleas-
ure iir Inus1ueas,41.4 not purchase ticket natl.
you have called on written ammo .4 the
Newport Sews and Niuoineippi Valle. Co.
L F. DAT, T. tO LYNC
Tralffc nlanager. • (.3 P.
ChOiee
Investments.
Globe Th.:ilding & Loan
Company,
Louisville, - - Kentucky
Attention is invited to. the choice
investments offered -by the prepaid
and full paid stock of the Globe
Building & Loan Co. Forty ($40.)
prepaid stocks, nets, the holder one
hundred(t55) 
dollar
5 41;( ih 
prepaid 
satr ematurity.it,  paFifty-
live 
4
semi-annually a dividend of 3 per
cent. in cash and one hundred dol-
lars at maturity. One hundred dol-
lars full paid guaranteed stock pays
a cash dividend semi-annually of
ai per cent, and is withdrawable at
any time after one year from the
(lute of the certificate. Examina-
tion of the above line of investments
will prove them to be unquestion-
ably Hale in character and unsur-
passed in profit. For further infor-
mation call on or address,
CALL'S dL WALLACE,
Real Estate, Collecting
and Insurance Agency.
HOPKINSVLLLE, ICY.
CO Mal cy 025:
Two Doors North of
Court House.
WW1 Phosphodnei
The Great English Resiepy.
Promptly and per-
manently cures all
forms of Nervous Weak
nes., Etnissiona. Sperm.
aturrhea, Impotency
and all effects of Abuse
or Eat-ewes.. Been pre-
grrlhed over l'n5 years in
thousands of eases; in the
1k-fire az. 1 Alter. only Reliable and Hon-
est Medicine known. •sit druggists for
Wood's Phoephodine; lii he offers some wort h
less niedlein• In the place of this, leave himi I
dlidioneat store, inclose price in letter, •ritl we
will send liy return m•11. Price, one package
Walk. one will please, six will cure
Pamphlets in plain sealed envelope. I stamps
Addreas. THE WOODCHEMICAIXO.,
131 Woodward Avenue Detroit Etch.
Sold In Hopkinsville by R. C. Aardwick
Gaither & Wallace, and druggist& every
where
WORLD'S FAIR, CHICACO.
Cilitmet Aetna* and Ash Ptreet.
NcITEL - - Fireproof; it; rnr-ion, neur ValrGrounds; baih• cry floor.
morican and IC.:rote•sn plans.
BANCROFT Aote,,,,t Write day.b
COAL COAL.
The best coal in the city is the Crabtree Cofil No
slate or trash. We don't sell Run of Mines for Lump. I
Try it. Leave orders at stcre or at office, 7th street,
near 0. V. Freight Depot.
A. A. METZ.
Cnilliffilif=31111.X:171111111a1110201011
Ell=1111MIIMM:r-.7.7-MUllelitca011=:3Shral=lti.L-Th"-Sfame.-----^ 7-Xviell11171111111M1111111
3. H. and V. P, MITRE.
(Successors to John R. Green & Co. and C. B. Webb.)
-DEALERS IN-
Agricultural Implements,
Seeds, National and otheiebrands of Fertilizers, Saddles
and harness, the Celebrated Columbus and other popular
Buggies, McCormack Binders and Mowers, Studebaker,
Old hickory and Tennessee Wagons, pringfield, Peerless
and Advance Engines and Threshers; Hay Loaders;
Thomas and Daisy 1-land and Horse Dumps; Rakes; tar
Wind Mill, steel and Wood 'Wheel and Towers; the Cele-
brated Oliver Chilled Plows and John Dun, Blue Beard
and Red Jacket Plows; Desc and All Purpose Harrows;
nBuckeye a d Hoosier Grain Drills. Also haudle full line
of Fancy Hardware.
We propose to keep everything in the way of Imple-
ments of the best quality needed by the farmers, from a
Bolt to an Engine, as nearly as possible, and by fair deal-
ing we hope to merit their patronage.
We have associated with us C. B. Webb, the popular
Harness, saddle and Buggy man. Call on its and we will
try to please you. •
Salesmen: J. H. Winfree, J. B. Walker.A. S. White, Geo. T. Herndon
I. F. ELLIs. Book-keeper.
tMr1r::L.`12:2:2:0=19CM 
Stove Headquarters!
We went into the stove business merely to supply the
trade with something superior in the Heating and Cooking
Stove line. We searched the markets of the United
States tor the heat range manufactured. Wv offer you the
MAJESTIC
As that range. Eyery Ia ly to whom we have sold one
adds her quota of praise to the fine reputation of thi,,
stove.
THE ROUND OAK
Is the Heating Stove for the people. Call Tani ex imme
our large stock of these and cheaper stoves'
FRES
Fuiton Avenue erewrirv
or
EVA.N3VI.L.LE,
LAGER AND E\ PORT BE''
Vad.e from prim Malt and Hops Wei ranted strictly Puri
f.eql• in OoentitIzs on Ice and Can be Furnish-
"in hurt Notice.
133n Lla kz't qopkinville, Ky.
•••••• IMP
MUEL HODGSON
anuf:icturer and Importer of
Italian Marble Tablets
And Statuery. Scotch,
Sweed and the most
desirable E as t e rn
Granite Monuments.
4o yenrs expqrionce enablp.s u to say we lead
in this section in our line None but the best
material used. Mr. F. M. Whitlow is our solici-
tor for work.
H. R. LITTF:1.1., President, E. 11. LONG, Vlee President. W. T. T.3 NWT. 4 ashler.
CI= =3..4^.-INT=,,
Crr.revar ellevasti, aLs1 Idsix. Street.
CAPITAL $80,000 00. SURPLUS 160,000 00.
UNDIVIDED PROFITS $5,000 oo.
This Bank Offers Its Services to tho Public as a Safe Depositor)
Commissioner's Sale!
In pursuance of a judgment of MeCRACKEN CIR-
CUIT COURT, rendered at its August Term, 1893, in
the action of Fayett Harrison and othdrs,Plaintiffs, against
R. R. Fortson and others, Defendants, I will, on
MOND Y, NOV. 6th, 1893,
[being County Court Day,' at the Court House Door in
sell to the highest bidder,- on a credit of Six, Twelve or
Eighteen Months, the following described property, viz:
Two tracts of land in Christian County, Kr. A lot designated as No
3 on the map of division of It. Harrison's lands among his heirs lying on
the waters of Montgomery Creek. Beginning at a stone in the original
line and corner to lot No. 1. Thence with a line thereof S, 484. NV. 1824
poles. crossing Montgomery Creek to a Honey Locust stump, corner to
lot No. 2. Thence with a line thereof S. 50, E 21 poles, to center of
Montgomery Creek. Thence down said -creek S. 14, E. 51 poles to a
staloin line of No. 4. Thence with said line S. 82, E. 1184 poles to a
stake corner to No. 4 in the road. Thence with said road N. 24, W. 202
poles to the beginning, containing 108 acres.
Also lot No. 6 as laid:down on the aforesaid map lies on the waters of
Montgomery Creek, beginning at a stake corner to lots Nos. 4 and 5.
Thence with line of lot No. 4 S. 134, W. 98 poles to two Hickorys, R. H.
Dudley's corner, foroierlyiLundermads. Thence with his line N. 56, W
128 poles to a stake at R. Y. Pendleton's corner. Thence with his line
N. 10, E. 65 poles to stake Locust and Dogwood pointers, comer to lot
No. 5. Thence with line of No. 5 S. 714, E. 124 poles to the beginning.
containing 64 acres.
To satisfy said judgment. ir The purchaser will be requir-
ed to give Bond with approved security, bearing interest at
6 per cent. from (lay or sale, having force of replevin bond,
on which execution may issue when due. This 20th day
of October, 1893.
W. F. BRADSHAW, HUGH L. PERKIN:z,
Attorney. Commissioner.
44.
"I SAY!
BJYA CAKE OF
ZLAIRETTE
SOAP
and thapk me for callirig
youreqtior)the
MANUFACTURED
ONLY BY
N.K.FAIRBANK& CO. si Louis.
TRITE AND TRUE.
The funet:cnis performed fir ns by our atom; h have eromeiy • grew.,
fdT•4 L upon our heal ih. • ur humor, our happineak our looks as portrayed by
mallow ur clear c.oup P ilone. thsu any other pert of the bum. u anatomy; knot
imp or, ant thee to care for It int. I 'gent y-feed it proper toed.
That bring, us to the Derr taut oncati-nn, "what is proper food?" andl a
feW hints may ricd 1.44 out of place: Vinegar. made from chemicals and said
for c•oata p. r giallo-I n111 ot be injorinue; Pickens made with such •Inegar must
be injuri.404.: Ielitleee made with ouch vinegar most be injurious. The pyroll-
gneou• at 14144 in ,SeS cheap vinegars are deadly is their effects.
Irres;amsible dealers tffer calmed (melte at prime below the actual
C ent of ponouct'or, jou ninny he cure there asss cret anceneeted therewith elite&
dare not hi, ventilated.
Ito you 44M tee in ati thie• necessity for dealing with • bona* haviag •
standing in the community, a came known for year* aa above reproach-oee
which c thnot a fford to di ceire or m larep retest -
*Al 1LT .A.E5)
Ni[e]kr1R,
THE GROCER
•
Beth91 Female College
1IN7I ir alga= • -
- Motto:-THOROUGHNESS.-Fortieth session opens lie pt em.
ber 4th. Nine teachers from the very best college* and conservato-
ries. Ample course of study. Modern methods of instruction. Refined
Christian home. Elegant building: had $10,000 spent on it recently.
Health and location unsurpassed. Graded course for diploma in music.
Art and Elocution by best teachers. Only school in Western Kentucky
devoted exclusively to the education of young ladies. Equal to any
school in the State. REV. T. SIMPSON McCALL, M A., President.
S11410516, 1100Filiq and Cellifik
J. H. DAGG
'51
1
ili IL LE; IND.
Ferd Schmit, Agt
GORMAN AND SON
FASHIONABLE TAILORING.
We have on hand a beautiful line of
SPRING and Summer .
Suitiii (ILA zLid examine our Stock. Perfect fits
guarant,ed.
GORMAN AND SON
RODM .;.!;'S OLD STAND,-
r-: N ARTIST 
-AND SO IS--
 izetUll CUTTER
II you %%tot to see an ele4:ttit al.s(itt
rnent of irpported suitings, (-stings and
pantings, den% forget the
cola re.(2511.431331.43 micoliese•
Our workmen are of the very finest Artist and we re-
spectfully invite you to call and inspect 011.1 NOBBY line
and get prices that.will astonish you, for the next 30 days,
Yours Truly,
N. TOBIN.
C. 11. LAYNE,
SUOCeSSOf to Polk Canslo,
LIVERY, FEED AN!) SALE sTABI,E Comer rib and •IrglataSta., Hopatns•11141, lit
good riga, with 'ad with') it delvers. furnished day or night. Special ratea to Commune's
men. Stable tiro-woof an-I corn toshous; good lot room adjoining. Nice wait's' morn
Special Atie7tio, Given to Boardina Horses.
MUSIC :BOX - 
-404
GIVEN AWAY.
Every dollars worth of goods purchased of Morris Co-
hen gives purchaser a guess at a stand of wheat. The
person who guesses nearest the exact number of grains
will be presented with a grand Music Box wnich play
eight tunes. It does't cost anything to look at the mus-
ic box.
Morris Cohen5S
Main St., next door to 1st National Bank..
GEORGE W. YOUNG,
MANUFACTURER OF 
Galvaized Iran rornice, Tin Slate And Iron Roofing,
GutteriLg and all kinds of Job Work,
Seventh Street,
3m-mb
K. va.
